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Ralph Bennett of your office requested information on where within the 
governmental structure of other states criminalistics laboratories 
are located. He also asked us how other states protect the independence 
of the laboratories. Several states, national criminalistics organiza
tions, and academic experts were contacted; our findings are summarized 
below. 

Findings 

While most states have criminalistics laboratories, there is consider
~ble diversity in the location of these institutions within the struc
ture of state governments. Many labs are part of state police organi
zations. In other states, the labs are in a seperate division but 
still within the same department as the state police. Labs have also 
commonly been located under the auspices of the Attorney General. 
Though more unusual, some labs have been incorporated into state health 
departments, and at least one state has consolidated all state labora
tories in one division within their Department of General Services. 
In addition, at least one state has a crime lab system completely 
independent from any other state agency. 

In our interviews three primary arguments were made for not placing a 
laboratory under the auspices of a state police organization. First, 
charges of 1 aboratory bi as and i nsuffi ci ent credi bil ity appea r to 
diminish with greater laboratory independence. Some states allow 
criminal defendants access to state crime labs, in part, to prove the 
objectivity of the labs. Second, laboratories within police organiz
ations sometimes have failed to effectively compete for limited govern
ment funding. Third, laboratories within police organizations may 
fail to attract and retain high quality personnel because: a) pay and 
benefits are generally lower than the uni formed officers they work 
under; b) lab employees lack promotional opportunities as only sworn 
officers are usually admitted into the leadership ranks of police 
organizations; and c) lab employees consider themselves scientists 
and prefer a less structured and more academic environment than is 
usually found within police organizations. 

If you have issues viewing or accessing this file contact us at NCJRS.gov.
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The primary argument in favor of locating crime labs in a police unit 
is increased responsiveness to law enforcement needs. Additionally, 
SOJ!l~~~~pef'~s.feel that there are fewer problems with the security and 
con'fiderYUality of criminal evidence when crime labs are within police 
organizations. Last, some experts feel that being in a police depart
mentwtl) &11~W better working relationships to be built between.scien
tists and po:ice officers 

Anchorage District Attorney Victor Krumm did not think that placing the 
lab within the State Trooper's organization would create a credibility 
probl em. tk. Krumm poi nted out that many states have labs associ ated 
wi th thei r 1 aw enforcement organ i zat ions. He added that the nat ion's 
most respected lab is part of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI~. 

American Academy of Forensic Sciences 

Ken Field is the Executive Director of the American Academy of Forensic 
Sciences (303/596-6006), a professional organization of forensic scien
tists. According to Mr. Field, the credibility of criminalistics labs 
increases as the labs become more independent of law enforcement organi
zations. Field said that police labs in general have a poor reputation; 
too often, according to Field, non-scientists are placed in charge of 
police labs resulting in inappropriate management decisions and the 
closing off of promotional opportunities for lab employees. 

Mr. Field stated that the ideal structure would be to have labs as 
part of the court system. At the very least, Field suggested setting 
up the crime lab as a division seperate from the State Troopers within 
the Department of Public Safety. 

I 

American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors (ASCLD) 

Jerry Chisum (209/576-6215), is the current president of ASCLD, acknowl
edged that police labs are often accused of bias. Acording to Chisum, 
the desires of a police captain or lieutenant too often take precedence 
over the judgment of a civilian laboratory director. 

In California, where Mr. Chisum is employed, there are many crime labs 
which are part of local county sherriff's offices. Additionally, there 
is a state wide system of 15 crime labs that are part of the California 
Department of Justice. Mr. Chisum has worked in both systems and 
stated a strong preference for working under the Attorney General. 

L_~_~~~"_~ ___ . _ .. , ___ ~ __ _ 
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He also pointed out that some states have crime labs within their health 
departments. This practice apparently began with the need to perform 
certain homicide related medical examinations. However, Mr. Chisum 
noted that health department labs are almost invariably run by medical 
doctors and are generally poorly equipped and staffed to deal with non
medical procedures. 

Southwestern Institute of Forensic Sciences 

The Southwestern Institute of Forensic Sciences, a criminalistics labo
ratory in Dallas Texas, is an independent Dallas County agency. Mr. 
Irving Stone, Chief of the Physical Evidence Section {214/638-9982}, 
stated that while the Institute performs \'1ork for all city and county 
police in their area, it is not under the supervision of any law enforce
ment unit. The Institute reports di rectly to the elected county 
commissioners. 

According to Mr. Stone, the benefits of being an independent agency 
are less competition for funds and better credibility in court. Stone 
suggested ,pl ac; ng the crime 1 ab under the authority of the Attorney 
General. 

California State Crime Labs 

Mr. Al Biasotti, (916/739-5484) a manager of the California 'Department 
of Justice's Bureau of Forensic Sciences, stated that labs attached to 
police organizations always have problems of bias. According to Bia
sotti, independent labs can attract better personnel because the 
IIforensic scientist ll strongly prefers being independent of a law 
enforcement agency. 

The California Department of Justice has had a state crime lab since the 
1930s, and in the early 1970s, the system was expanded to 15 facilities. 
Attached as Appendi x A are standa rds and other i nformat ion Cali forni a 
has used to establish its state crime labs. 

Illinois State Crime Labs 

Mr. Bruce Van der Kolk, (217/782-4975) is Director of the Bureau of 
Scientific Services, Illinois Department of Law Enforcement. The 
Department of Law Enforcement was created through governmental reor
ganization in 1977. The Law Enforcement Department also includes the 
bureaus for the state police, state investigators, internal investiga
tors, and administration. The crime labs in Illinois, therefore, are 
in the same governmental unit as the police, but are not part of the 
police organization. 
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Prior to the 1977 reorganization, Illinois' crime labs independently 
defended thei r own budget before the III i noi s 1 egi s 1 ature. Accordi ng 
to Mr. Van der Kolk, the crime labs were not successful competitors with 
other state organizations for budget dollars. Since the 1977 reorgani
zation, the Department of Law Enforcement has been more successful in 
getting state funding for the crime labs. 

Mr. Van der Kolk argued that credibility is not the primary reason for 
maintaining the independence of crime labs. He maintained that the real 
reason is that scientists and police officers have difficulty under
standing each others needs. Illinois has tried to have a sworn liaison 
police officer attached to every lab, but t~r. Van der Kolk is not con
vinced that this program has been successful. Mr. Van der Kolk ex
plained that differences between s\'wrn police officers and civilian 
lab employees in pay structure, benefits, and promotional opportunities 
exacerbates their differences. 

Wisconsin State Crime Lab 

According to Crime Laboratory Bureau D;rector Dan Dowd (608/266-2031), 
about 15 years ago \~i scons; n IS crime 1 ab was transferred from the 
University of Wisconsin to the Law Enforcement Services Division of 
the Wi scons in I s Depa rtment of Justice. Other Law Enforcement Servi ces 
Division sections include a crime information group (recordS and sta
tistics) and the training and standards section. 

Mr. Dowd supports the location of the crime lab within the Attorney 
General IS office; none of the other employees there are sworn officers 
nor has there been competit i on for funds. He specul ated that the 
crime lab has fared better as an arm of the Attorney General than it 
would have on its own. 

According to Mr. Dowd, crime labs have more in common with academic 
than with police institutions. He perceives the lab more as a friend 
of the court than as an advocate. In fact, Wisconsin statute allows 
defendants access to the lab and Mr. Dowd feels this helps the lab avoid 
charges of bias. Dowd says the lab is well respected by defense coun
sel even though less than 5 percent of its work is for defendants. The 
Wisconsin crime lab statutes are attached as Appendix B. 

Arizona Crime Lab 

The state crime lab in Arizona is part of the Criminal Justice Support 
Bureau of the Department of Public Safety. The Department of Public 
Safety was created in 1969 by merging many existing agencies including 
the highway patrol, narcotics and investigations, and operations bur
eaus. Cliff Van der Ark with the Arizona crime lab(602/262-8395) stated 

'. 
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that his lab has not experienced credibility problems. One advantage 
of being part of a police organization, according to Mr. Van der Ark, 
is maintaining security. However, he mentioned that the same respect 
for the security of criminal evidence is likely to exist in an Attorney 
Generalis office. . 

Alabama Crime Lab 

The crime lab system in Alabama (10 labs) is a completely independent 
state agency. Taylor Noggle (205/887-7001) stated that in 1935 the 
legislature created a full service crime lab that also handles all 
autopsy functions traditionally performed by medical examiners .. The 
crime labs in Alabama are not connected to their state police nor 
thei r attorney genera 1 IS offi ce. The Oi rector of the Alabama crime 
lab is appointed by the Attorney General, but cannot be removed except 
by impeachment; since 1935, the crime lab has had only three directors. 

According to Mr. Noggle, the credibility of Alabama's labs can be traced 
to the high quality of lab staff. Mr. Noggle said that Alabama has been 
able to retain qualified personnel due to a relatively high pay scale and 
promotional opportunities. 

Alabama's lab analyzes evidence for both prosecutors and defendants. 
However, Mr. Noggle estimated that less than 1 percent of the lab's work 
was performed for defendants. 

Virginia Crime Lab 

Warren Johnson, Director of Virginia's crime lab, stated that Vir
ginia is the only state that has consolidated all state laboratories 
into a single government unit. The crime lab, together with the health, 
environmental, and consumer protection labs, make up the Division of 
Consolidated Laboratory Services within the Department of General 
Services. This organizational structure was created in 1972 to reduce 
costs (shared equipment and space) and increase effectiveness (sharing 
expertise) • 

Despite these theoretical gains, Mr. Johnson feels that the consolida
t-ion approach has been unsatisfactory. In fact, little equipment or 
space is shared because of the crime lab's need to insure the security 
of criminal evidence. Mr. Johnson said that there is only one piece 
of equipment that is regularly shared with other labs. Additionally, 
he expressed concern that the crime lab is left out of all planning 
for the criminal justice system because all other law enforcement 
agencies are in a different department. However, Mr. Johnson did 
acknowl edge the usefull ness of havi ng easy access to the sci ent i fi c 
experts associated with the other laboratories. In conclusion, he 
does not recommend the consoli dated 1 aboratory approa.ch, but does 
recommend crime labs be independent from police organizations. 
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Academic Experts 

Dr. Joe Peterson (312/996-8585), is with the Center for Research in 
Law and Justice at the Chicago campus of the University of Illinois. 
Or. Peterson's professional research interests are in how science is 
used in the legal system and he is particularly knowledgeable about 
crime laboratories. According to Or. Peterson, there is consensus 
among criminalist professionals that it is undesireable to place a 
crime lab within a police organization. Dr. Peterson stated that sta
tistically,'the lahs locat.ed in lav~ enforcement agencies often are 
unable to compete with the police organizations for money and are not 
as well respected by crime lab professionals as are labs independent 
of law enforcement agencies. 

Though the issue of credibility is often raised when a lab is associ
ated with a police unit, Dr. Peterson stated that there has never been 
a quantitative study of the problem. Though Dr. Peterson prefers labs 
that are completely independent of police organizations, at the very 
least, he suggests giving the lab the same status in government as 
other law enforcement units such as the Troopers. Dr. Peterson also 
suggested that the lab's credibility would be aided by allowing defend
ants equal access to the lab's procedures. 

Dr. John Thornton (415/642-1605), University of California, Berkeley, 
assisted the State of California in developing its state crime lab 
system in the early 1970s. Dr. Thornton agreed that credibility is a 
seri ous issue and noted that charges of bi as and perjury do affect 
the outcomes of criminal cases. For these reasons, Dr. Thornton feels 
it is essential that labs have an independent reputation. He said 
that the management of crime 1 abs by the Cal i forni a Attorney General 
has worked out well. 

Or. Thornton feels that if a lab is placed within a police organization, 
it is essential that the lab director be a scientist and not a police 
officer. Dr. Thornton noted that scientists and police officers have 
different approaches to proof. Pol ice officers generally have very 
di fferent backgrounds from the 1 ab sci enti sts and often do not fully 
understand the equipment and procedures used in crime labs. 

* * * * * 
We hope this information is helpful to you. Many of the experts we 
spoke with promised to send us additional information in the mail 
and we will forward these materials to you as soon as we receive 
them. Please let us know if we can provide you with any additional 
assistance. 

LS/sj 
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ATTACHMENT A 

Crime Laboratory: Standards and Goals 

State of California 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE MANUAL 



STANDARD 12.2 

1'111: CRIME LABORATORY 

Ewry Statt' ShOllld, by 1i)~2, estahlish a cOllsolidated Clllllil1allahoratory ~ystelll cOlllpusl'd uf 
local, regional, ur Slate facilities capable of providing the most advanceu ('orensil; science services to police agcndes, 

I. Every police agency shuuld imllledilltcly ensure that it has access to at least one 
labora tory fadl i ty ca pable of timely ulld crticiclI t processing of physical evidence alld 
should consider usc of each of the following: 

a. A locd laboratory that provides analysis for high volume, routine cnses involving 
substnnccs sllch as narcotics, alcohol, and urine; routine nnalysis and processing of 
most evidence within 24 hours of its delivery; immedinte analysis of certain types of 
eVidence, such as narcotics, where the detelltion or release of a suspect depends lIpon 
the analysis; and qualit:Jtivc field tests :lnd quantative follow-up tests of narcotics or 
dangerous drugs, 

b. A regional laboratory (serving an area in excess of 500,000 popldation whcre at least 
5,000 Part I offenses arc reported annually) that provides more sophisticated services 
than the local laboratory, is situated within 50 miles of any ngency it routillely 
serves, call process or analyz.e evidence within 24 hours of its delivery, and is staffed 
with tr:lilled teams of evitlellce technicians tu assist in cOlllplex investigations beyond 
the scope of loc:lI agencics. 

c. A centralized Stute laboratory that provides highly technical analyses which arc 
beyond the c:lpabilities of 10<:<11 oc rcgionallaborutocy facilities. 

2. Every crime laboratory within a police :Igency should be u part of the orgunizutional 
entity which includes other support services, and should be directed by an individu:ll Who 
repocts ollly to the agency's chief executive or to a staff authority wlto reports directly to 
the chief executive. 

3. In maintaining a staff of formally qualified personnel who can provide efficient and 
reliable assistance in criminal investigations, every crime laboratory should provide lhat: 

a, Every employee responsible for the completion of scientific analyses or testing hold 
at least an e:lrned haccalaurea Ie degree in chemistry, crilllin:distics, or a closely 
rel:lted field from :1Il :Iccrediteu institution, and have a thorough working knowledge 
of laboratory procedures; 

b. Every employee performing supervised basic scientific tests or duties of a 
nonscientific nature Illeet the agency's requirell1ents fur lhe employment ot'regular 
sworn or civilian personnel; 

C. The laboratory director be fal11ili:lr with nUlIHigenlcllt (et:/llliques lIecesS:lry (0 
5.1(isfactorily perform his udlllinistr:llive functions; 

d. All laboratory persO/lllt'l be adcqll:ltdy (raind alld cxpcrk~flced; 
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e. Civiliall pcrsonnel be lIsed regularly so that sworll persollnel 111:1)' be more 
appropriately deployed ill I)tlil.'r a~~igllll\l'lIts but pillvide tliat qllalified sworn 
persollnel be used when their ~bdilil!s nr expertise c.lI1not bc foulld l'lscwhcn:; 

r. The working starf be sufficient to meel the dcmallds or Ille laboratory caseload; 

g. Sabries be COllllllensurate with the specialized dlltics amI qualifications of each 
position so that well qualified personnel :Ire allracteo to and retained in these 
positions: 

h. Promotional and career palhs for laboratory personnel result ill S:llaries :lllc:\st equal 
to those of persons employed in other equivalellt I:tboratmies; :lIId 

i. A cierical pool capable of handling :Ill of the c1eric;.1 needs of the laboratory be 
mailltained. 

4. Every laboratory which employs more than 10 nOIH:h:rical persollllci s.hould also establish 
at least olle research position for solvillg specific laboratory problems and developing new 
laboratory techniques. 

5. Every pulice chief executive should ensure that the police laboratory function receives 
appropriate fiscal support and that the ade'luacy of its facilities is considered in 
structuring the agellcy's alillual budget; eyery I:!bor\ltnry director shLluld be able to assess 
and control tile amount, type, and quality of evidellce reccived by the laboratory. 

6. Every police agellcy labmatory alld evcry regioll:!1 laboratory 5hnuld receive from all 
agencies using its services partial annual support based upon tile number of sworn 
personnel employed by each agency t r~!ther than (111 case costs . 

. 7. Every crillle laboratory director should, by 1974, design and implement a reporting 
system that provides data relative to its involvement ill: 

a, Reported crimes; 

b. lllyestig:ltcu crill1es; 

c. Suspel~ts identified or located; 

d. Su~pects cleared; 

e. Sll~pectli charged; 

f. Prusecutions; 

g. Acquittals; and 

h. COllvictiollS. 

8. Every crime laborntory should illllllediatdy c~tablish dose liaisoll with: 
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a. All other clements of the clIl1l1nal )llstit:.: sySICIlI to el1~urc that laboralury filldings 
arc consistent with bw cllj"orcellll'nt lIeeds alld .tre bcill[! dTcctively used as 
investigative tools; 

b. The scientific alld aC:ldelllic establishments to insure lise of till' late:;t techniques and 
devices available to the crililillalist and tite investigator. 

Commentary 

12.2( I) i\1 in illl 1I III I'lllice Laboratory Needs. -nil' gatherillg. of physical evidence :It a crime 
scene will do lillie to improve tlte investigative process unless sllch evidence is tran);!:Jteu into 
pertinent data related to the crime. Thus, I:~ matter how sophisticated an agency's evidence 
collection methods, they arc of limited value without a comparable system of evidence analysis. 
There should be available to every police agency a lnboratory facility capable of providing 
qualitative, quantitative, and interpretive analyses of all physical evidence taken into custody by 
the agency. 

Time is often critical in a criminJI investigation, and the solution of a Case Illay hinge upon the 
rapid relUrn of information to an investigator. Therefore, the laboratory racility should be cap:lble 
of illunediate analysis or cvidence. On the other hand, sOllie evidence lIlay not dellland immcdiate 
handling and may be ("<-,(uflled to thc agcm;), on a routinc or schcdlllcd basis. The illlportnnt thing 
is that the laboratory realize th~ dil'ference :llld set IIp priorities to insure the ~pecdy return of 
evidence whcn indkated. As a gencral rulL', the return uf ~yidence shOUld be timcly and should 
depend upon the needs or the a~cl1l:Y's investigators. 

To insure the timely return of phys[c;ti evidence, it is impcrative that all agcncics establish 
procedures to facilitatc the Illuvement of cvidt'l1ce through the investigative, analytical, and 
judicial processes. Too oftcn. :tn itcm is delayed at :.Dille point in the system until its value is 
reduced or completely lost. While procedures shuulu provide for the smooth Ilow of evidence 
through the system,' it is of much greater irnport,lnce that the continuity of the evidence be 
maintai"ed during its movemenl. Ag~ncies should ensure that the evidentiary chain remains intact 
as evidence passes fwm the evid~\IlCe techniCian, through the propcrLy clerk, chemist, and 
investigator, to the court clerk. In order to maintain its validity in the criminal process, evidence 
must be accllunted for <It every stagc of its progress. Therefore, each person handling the evidence, 
for whutever purpose, should be requirt.:d to sign for its release and its rcturn. 

A police agency should <lIsa hnve easy access to 'I laboratory facility which can provide 
services consistent with the techniques most often used by that ngency. In essence, thc laboratory 
must huve the staff und equipment to perform those analyses of nlOst frequent concern to its 
clients, Most agencies will require l:tboratory services for document exuminations, drug analyses, 
and the identification of I1re,lrms, lool I1t:1rks, :Jud trace evidence. Ilowl.!vcr. an ugency whose 
prilllury functions arc traffic enforcemcnt und accident investigation Ill:ty have ;\ ruirly exclusive 
need for blood alcohol tests, urillalyscs, or spectrogrupltic examin,ltions or paint chips. Agencies 
with helicopter l1eets mny silllilarly have need of specialized photographic materials and 
equipmcnt. Tlte labor:ltory, e~pccially at the local level, sllould be prepared nnd equipped to meet 
these vJrying unalytical needs of the agencies it serves. 

12.2(1 n} Locnl Lnborntory. The Prt'sidcnt's COlllll1hsion 011 Law Ell fOrCCllll'nt alld the 
Administr:ltioll of Justice ill its 1%7 T{/.~k !'ilf!'c !~('/)(Ir{: 771e I'olic(', statl'd titat a "guOt! 
laboratory Cadlity is b~y(lI\d the 1l1~'al1S or' ;dlllllst all plllll:C departlllents ill the Ullitcd States." The 
COl\lmissiLlll citl'd :t lack o( I:JCllitics alld ,I sitllrt:lge of qllJlil'icd ledlllicians ;IS rc:!solls t'or its 
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conclusioll, Ilowever, dcspite sud, l.ostacks, most policl' agcncics wt!re unwilling tt) give lip their 
lahoratories, t!\TIl whell litey were 1I0t uscd el't'cctiVl'ly, The rl'luct:tllce Ill' ~()l1\e :tgencie~ to 
surrender theil ia,'ililies might diS:lppcar if each were requircd to providt! a lI1illilllllm lew I of 
service at tit,' lo<.:al Ie\'cl. III view of thesc conditions, jI'llice agcncies should be <.:autioned against 
attempting to cleate laboratory faL'illtics when :Ippropriatc facilities arc already :It their disposal. 

A local I a llll ra tory lIlay be defilled as :.t facility operated by a local polke agency to provide 
laboratory selvil'es ror that agellcy nr other agencies ill the illllt1ediate vicinity. The local 
laboratory should III {(,list pillvide rnutille analy~cs or n:lIl:l1ties, blood, hreath, and urine, Titese arc 
usually higit YOIUllle scrvil.:es, and sOllle laboratory dircL'tors arc conccrned that accepting case 
work cf this natule will tutally involve the laboratory in IIdllllr :lIIaIY5es. An alternative to the use 
of 10Gil labor:llories I'or such purpu$es is all expansion of the role or the field polkeman. In the 
Los Angeles Polit.:e Department, llfncers conduct breathalyzcr cxaminations on drunk Llriving 
suspects prior to honking. Such rairly simply examinations as tlte hreatltalyzcr test and the 
narcohan test for drugs may be administered in the rkld or the statioll to case the burdelt on the 
labor:ltory. BlooLi alcohol, urinalY$is, and Naline e,xaminatiollS Illust be conducted in the 
laboratory. 

It is, of course, acknowledged tlt:'l the local laboratory shuuld provide accurate and reliable 
informal ion to investigators. bllt the "turnaround" tinlL' for cvidence submitted to the laboratory 
is often a controversial issue. ~Iost items or eviLlen<.:~ presented ttl the local laboratory should be 
processed and cvaluated within "24 hours or delivery. ~Illre time for the delivery of routine services 
would negate the a~lvalltages of the local laboratory's convenience. As a matter of fact, there Ilre 
certain instances when illllllediate evidence analysis shoulLi be provided. 

The detention or release of a narcotics sllspect often hinges upon the positive identification of 
the evh.lcnce as a n:lrclltic ur dangerolls drug. In such cases, when a lIc1d narcoban tcst or simil:1r 
examination is unavailable to the licld officer, the laboratory should immediately unalyze the 
evidence. As another means of preventing u hacklog or congestioll in the laboratory, laboratory 
personnel may be deployed to administer qualitative licit! tL'sts in narcutics cuses. Since t1eld tests 
for narcotics have proved invalid in Sllllle inst:lnces, such tests should be used only when Ihey have 
clearly dertlonstra ted thcir reliabili ty. 

The President's Crime CUl11mission in 19()7 reporlcd that the Chicago Police DL'partll1ent 
operates olle or the best·equipped :lnd stafred facilities in the country. In 1965, the Clticago 
laboratory pro~essed materials ror 140 jurisdictions, including Federal and State agencies, 
counties. and other lllunicipalities. Obviously this operation fulfills Illuch lIlore than the minimal 
requirements for a local fat:ility. 111e illlpllftant rat:! is that its returns arc the 11I0St advantageous in 
terms of proximity, timdiness, anLi quality for those agencies which avail themselves or its services. 
Thus, wi I h no regioll:J\ or S ta t l~ Cal'il i ties lead ily avail:! ble lIlallY agellc.;ies have chose n Ch icago's 
laboratory as om' whose scielltific capahility l'anllll'cl the i'uiliallge (II' thcir la!lolatory necds. The 
oppositc situatiull e:dsts in LI)s Angdl's, where the city and cOllllty :Igencics each 0pcl:lle a local 
I:tborutory facility within three blllCks of one another. Whik each provides quality sl.!rvices, the 
uuplicatioll of' i:lcilirics is a situation which should be :J\'oided. It wastes manpower, cquipment, 
and operating resources. 

12.2( It» The Itegional Laboratory. A 1966 study by the [)epurtment of JU5ticc revc:t1euthul 
17 States had Illl crime laboratory within their boundaries. The scarcity of lncal laboratories, 
properly traim'd lalJtlratlll'Y personnel, and adequate \pace and equiPlllent has rostered growth of 
th~ le!!ioll:tli/atillll ~(lttl'ept in p\llic~ 1,1!lllratory services. Ttl avniLi duplicatloll oj" services and to ) 
lIIainlalll qll:llily stalld:lI'!ls, it is generally believed tllat lq~ioll:tl labllratories shlluld he l;lllltrolkd 
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allLl opcraleu as part Oi';1 \lall'l\'ld~ ~y'll'Il1, A r':t~l!lII~1I blHII:ltory slluulu bc cljuipped tu pl'r(ulllI all i 
I 

but thl' most hi~~llIy Slll'l.'l:lii/cd tYlll''\ tli':ln:rly~cs Cllnlll:l.'tl'd whh criJllin;iI iIlV('\lil',ltiuIIS, It slllllrid I 
certainly provide a IIIPle sllpillstll.'aled level of' service Illan Ille loc:.rl labur:.rlOry, althlJu~1t II llIay 
function as a lucal f:.rcility I'll! agenl'ics in ils imlllediatl' area. \ 

A 1966 rl'ptHt by John Jay ('llllegc (New York City) rceommclldeu that a regional crime 
labor:ltory be l'slabli~hl'd (0 'il'rVl' i'nllll 500,000 to I million pcrsolls in :111 area whcre at lea~t 

5,000 P:.rrt I erillles :HC 1.'1lI11J1litted each ycar. This n!COnllllcndatioll was maLic III insure tlte 
existence of a sufrkil'nl caseInad til justify the operation or a full·service rc~i()n:d radlity. The 
FUI's anflu:t! publica t ion Ullijill'/l/ Crillle R.eports 11)7 f , rl'veals that well in exc..:ss tIl'l O.QUO illLlcx 
crimcs occur annu:lIly whcn Iltc jlllpulation approximates unc·h,M milliofl persons. Therci'ore, 
John Jay's guiul'lincs are quite lilleral as inuicaturs of the need for a regionallaboratlllY, 

Past experience indkales th',lt plllice investig:ltors will r,lrely seek bblHatory ~Is~istance when 
thc facility is inconvenh!ntIy lucatnl. There arc areas when: tile technician or investi1!ator must 
travcl an ullre:lsonahlc distallce to obtain laboratory services. This situation sllUuld be remedied so 
that laboratory assistance is avarlahlc wherever anci whenever it is riC 'deu. Studics have shown that 
cvidence submissioll deCfl';lses sharply as the uistance of the crillle SCl'ne frolll the labnratory 
incrcascs. A IlliO leport by the ~liJ\\'est Rcse~lrcll Institutc projectcd CrilllilWlistics requirelllcnts 
for eight adjoining l'ounlies in ~lbstHl(i and Kansas. This report rec()(lllllcntled I\lcating a rcgional 
laboratory at a si!e within a ~O llIile r:ruius of <)0 percent ot' the subscribing :lgcncies' sworn 
personnel ;Jnd 96 percellt of the crillles l'Oll1mitted in the region. While prob:lbly a valiu guideline 
for this particular region. the 20 mile rauius would prcsen,t problems in larger, less pOJlulated 
weslcrn and southern States. A 1lI0((~ realistic criterion would dictatl' that a regional laboratory he 
norlll:!lIy located within 50 miles ot' any agency \vldch it routincly serves. 

To provide :1 completc range of services and timely return of results, a laboratory shoulu 
provide 24·hour·:!·uay servicc to its clicnts when neccssary. Although around-the·clock 
deployment is obviuusly desirable, it prcsents some complex problems which must be wcig.hed 
against the benel1ts. Qllalilicd l:Jboratory st:lIT members :lre aware of their scarcity and the demand 
for their scrvices. ('onsequently 1lI0st choosc 10 work regular daytimc hours and usually get their 
way. Those who would ag.ree to a night or Illorning watch would probably rebel when they were 
supoenaed to court during their off·duty hours. Although a situation which has faccd police 
officers for ycars, it is highly unlikely tlwt predo:11inantly civilian laboratory staffs will voluntarily 
accept such conditiolls. TIle ollly fcasible solution to such a proble!1I :Ippears to lie ill un increased 
liaison with the criminal courts to devise operational methods which will uccre:lse wasted 
m:ln-Iwurs lind increase the crredivcness of the $ystem. 

In considering the r~gional laburatory systelll, police chicf· exccutives should examinc 
laboratory i':tcilitks alrl':ldy in ~':--i$tl·IIl·~'. SI'nlt: puhlic ~afcly 1"llllr:llllrics function as polkl' crilile 
laboratories ,lIld process evidl'nce collnectcu with violatiollS or tlntipollutiOIl und other noncriminal 
laws. The duties of Sorlll' professions include the operatil.lll of full·service labur:ltories. III llIany 
instances, the laboratories run by Illedical examiners, coroners, anu pathologists lIIay be used :IS 

regional police laboratories. The lalHlr:ltory of the CO((lnL'r ill I 1 alii iI ton County, Ohio, func.:tions us 
the crime laboratory for local police agencies ill thc Cincinnati are:!. 

Finally, the regional 1:lboratory 11Iay, as the need arisl.'s. provide traincu evidence technicians 
to local agencies which Inck thc expertise to conduct cumpkx !.:rimc scene investigations. In Dallas, 
Texas, evidence tl'ChlliLi:UIS. under the direction and Clll Ilrll I lIf the Illcdkal cxamiller arc as)i!-!ncd 
to the eritllinal ill\'l'stigatilln labolatory to carry out regular crilile scenc investigations. The 
laborntory b opcrall'ti illdepclllklltly ll( the polkc :q;cIICy and tlte tl.'Chllici,lns w(lrk in J sckntil'ic 
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utI1lU~ph~'Il: (Ii' lI~lItJality lIot al\\'"y~ presellt III ~I police radlitl'. All cxpallsiull or IlIlHlirk-atioll of 
slIch a prll~r:lIll could provide Ill..:,,1 a~cl1t:ics Wilh Ihc ;1~,~I'ilall":l' nl'eded. 

12.1( Ie) Tht' CClltrali7.cd La\Joratt'ry. P\llke al~enck's lIi'lcll Ileed lalHlratory support which 
canllot ue supplied at citht'r a In..:al or :J re~i()II:t1 kvt'l. Whell a crilllillal illvcstigation requires a 
higilly tcchnie:lI, lilllc-c11nsulllillg" III' sing,ularly unique ;lIlaly~is, a i:clllral lauor:llory ~hollid be 
:\vailabk to provide such St·r\k-e. The Ilecd ,'or ~lIdl a i'adlity is l.'lllphasi/.cd by lhe volulIle or 
scientinc CXillllillal illllS perforllll:tl annually by the Fill labllJ'atory ill Washingtoll, D.C. While thc 
FBI laboratory serves a uscl'ul purpose in providing flce :icrvices to n l11ultitude or local. State, and 
Federal :Jgl'llcies, lIlost agencics outside of the Washingtoll, n.c. area arc too far remuved to 
rcceive timely servi..:c. 

If e:Jeh Statc were to providc services cOlllparable to thosc of the FBI laboratory, more 
agcncies would be likely to submit c\'idcncc rDr allaly~is :lIld Ihc rClUrJI or cxamination results 
would be specdier. These centralizcd State laboratnries should be cnpablc of perrorming all 
complcx scicnrifil: ev;.lluations necessary in police wtlrk at no chargc to participating agcncies. 
They should also train laboratory technicians. 

12.2(2) Lauorntory Orgnni7.atioll. ~Iost lm:all:lb()rutorics and some regional facilities function 
as elements of policc agencies. Somc police administrators and criminalists feci that tltis is an 
unsound administrative arrangement, parlh.:ularly whcn $crviccs :1r~ providcd for agencies olher 
than the parcnt agellcy. SOI11C fcel th:!t under stich circulllstances the Iabor:1tory may be operated 
by personnel with wry little knowledgc of criminalistics ur laboratory administration. Others cite 
a danger of vested politic:lI interests inllueilcing the local or regional operation of the laboratory 
and a resultnnt imbalancc ill the dissemination of services. All feci tltat n laboratory serving rnore 
than one julisdictilHI must be llbjectivt~ in its administrative pulicies. The President's Com:llission 
011 Law Enforcement :tnt! the AtintinistratitHI of 'Justice, in its Task FClrcc 1~('fJ{/r(: 71lc [loth-c. 
1967, suggested that 10c:1I regional laboratories be plac~tI under the dircction oi the State 
laboratory sY$tclll or sOl11e independcnt ~~l1lity, such as :1 university or Illt'tlk:d examincr. T~le 
~1idwcst Regional Institutc also recollllllcnded that regional crime laboratories be kept separate 
allli distinct frol11 ally existing law enforcelllcnt agcncy. 

The fact rClIlaillS that Illany slIcccssfullaboratory uperatiuns arc presently unucr the liircction 
or either local. county, or State pulice agencics. To di~solve tite or~ani7.atillnal integrity of such 
fncilities in order to restrllcture them as Statewide or indepcndent systems would create c!mos 
precisely where the police service can le:lst afford :lIly interruption of scrvice. It would appear 
much more realistic tn adopt measures to insure litat these I"buratories are operated efficiently 
without regard to the special interests of the ,1gc1lCY or the concerned goverlll11cllL 

A labnratory which exists within a police agency should function as a starf clement of that 
agency, and should not be auministrativcly responsible to any opcr:ltion:tlunit of the agency. The 
labomtory should not functioll as a tuol of any investigative or patrol ullit, although it will 
certainly act in a supportive capacity to both fll nctions. It should be :In clemcnt of whatcver 
organizational entity provides similar support serviccs. As the atllllinistr:ltor of a stafr clement, the 
laboratory director should be acclluntuble to the agency's chief executive. In large ngencies which 
organize their support services und('r a specific burcau or divisioll, the director should report to the 
commanding oflker or lhat bureau or division. That cllnllll:tnding (,mc.:r shoulu. in turn, report to 
the chief executive. Where sllch a burcau or dlVisioll ulles Illlt c:mt the laboratory director should 
re(lort directly to the chid t'xecutive. 
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PHYSICAL EVIDENCE MANUAL 

This newly revised edition of the Department of Justice Physical Evidence 
Manual is now available. The manual describes the recommended procedures 
for the collection and preservation of all types of physical evidence. Evidence 
studies conducted by the State Department of Justice Criminalistics Laborato
ries and other services available to qualified agencies of the State's Criminal 
Justice System are described and illustrated. 

At least one free copy of the manual has been furnished to most criminal justice 
agencies relying on the Department's laboratory services. If additional copies 
are desired, they are available and may be purchased for $2.75, tax included 
from-

Department of General Services 
Documents and Publications 
P. O. Box 1015 N. Highlands 
Sacramento, CA 95660 
Phone-(916) 445-1020 
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BRANCH OBJECTIVE 
To Provide Scientific Services for the components 

of the 
California Criminal Justice System 

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE 

The term physical evidence embrances any and all physical objects or recorded 
observations and measurements of events which may aid the investigator or the 
court in reaching an opinion or conclusion. Such evidence may assist in: 

1. Establishing that a crime has been committed (corpus delicti evidence). 
2. Identifying, locating and apprehending the perpetrator of a crime (inves

tigative evidence). 
3. Connecting a suspect with a crime or crime scene (corroborative evi

dence). 

I. INTRODUCTION 
This manual has been prepared by the Investigative 
Services Branch (ISB) of the Department of Justice 
of the State of California with the following objec
tives: 

A. To inform California law enforcement concern
ing the services provided by ISB. 

B. To outline proper methods for collecting physi
cal evidence. 

C. To indicate suitable methods for the submission . 
of evidence to ISB. 

D. To indicate the value of physical evidence and 
expert testimony concerning evidence studies. 

E. To explain other special aid which ISB can fur
nish in the scientific evaluation of crime, acci
dent, fire and other scenes and the assistance 
which can be rendered in the investigation and 
prosecution of legal cases. 

So many types of physical evidence are involved in 
the investigation of crimes that it is not possible to 
describe in this manual all examinations conducted 
or the methods for collecting, marking or packaging 
every conceivable type. The suggested procedures 
concerning the more common types of physical evi
dence, however, can be applied to practically all ex
hibits which may be encountered. It is believed that 
the investigator who will use common sense and in
telligence and follow the basic procedures suggested, 
should encounter little difficulty in properly collect
ing and preserving physical evidence so that its 
greatest value can be realized. 

-5-
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II. INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES BRANCH 
The Investigative Services Branch is the branch of the Division of Law Enforcement that provides the scientific 
and technical examinations required by the Criminal Justice System. It is divided into two Bureaus, the Special 
Services Bureau and the Technical Services Bureau. 

A, Special Services Bureau (SSB) 

The SSB provides technical services in the fields 
of Questioned Documents, Latent Fingerprints, 
Forensic Photography and Polygraphy. The ex
perts employed in these sections are all highly 
trained and educated in their special fields. Each 
is prepared and qualified to present expert tes
timony in court regarding his examinations. 

The Special Services units are equipped with the 
latest proven equipment and instruments neces
sary to provide the highest level service attaina
ble. The addresses and phone numbers of the 
Special Service Sections will be found in Appen
dix B. 

B. Technical Services Bureau (TSB) 

The TSB provides the criminalistics services for 44 
of the 58 counties in the state, and assists upon 
request in the remaining counties. The addresses 
and phone numbers of the several laboratories 
will be found in Appendix B. The laboratories are 
divided by function into satellite and regional 
laboratories. 

Satellite laboratories provide limited service, pri
marily blood alcohol and controlled substance 
analyses. 

Regional laboratories provide complete criminal
is tics services, examining all types of physical evi
dence. 

All levels of laboratories are staffed by profes
sional criminalists, technical assistants, and steno
graphic employees. The criminalists are all 
college graduates holding degrees in criminalis
tics or related physical sciences. In addition, all 
have had specialized training and belong to vari
ous professional societies. All are prepared and 
qualified to present expert testimony before the 
courts in connection with the scientific studies 
which they undertake. 

The laboratories are provided with the instrumen
tation and equipment necessary to provide the 
highest level service attainable. 

The Central Resources Unit manages a number of 
branch wide service programs. Sections within this 
unit include the Applications and Training Office 
(coordination of method development and educa
tion), the Uniform Blood Alcohol Program (main
tains professional standards for compliance to 
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Title 17 for blood, breath, and urine), the Driving 
Under the Influence of Drugs Program (provides 
blood and urine analyses for drug related traffic 
violations), the Gas Chromatograph/Mass Spec
trometer Program (provides analytical support 
for drugs in driving, solid dosage drug analyses 
and criminalistics) and the Instrument Repair 
Program (provides repair and maintenance for 
breath testing equipment and laboratory in
strumentation within the statewide system). 

INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES BRANCH 

STATEWIDE CRIMINAllSTICS 

SYSTEM 

• REGIONAl. .... BQRATORIES 

a SATELLITE LABORATORIES 

A. Unshaded are.1S are served by local 
(city/county) l.3.bordtorles. 

Partl,.ll service is rendered by ISB 
region.Jl l.Jboraeories on request. 

photo 1 A location of Regional and Satellite laboratories, Investigative Servo 
ices Branch, Department of Justice, State of California. 
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lit BRANCH SERVICES AND FUNCTIONS 
A. Availability-The services of the ISB are available 

to all local and state law enforcement or investiga
tive agencies in California, and, on a contractual 
basis, to all public defenders offices. 

B. Cases Handled-The purpose of the ISB is to render 
assistance in criminal investigation. While some 
cases handled may be found to be noncriminal in 
nature (such as certain accident, death or fire 
investigations) these must be incidences where 
the possibility of a criminal act is present. In the 
latter type of case it is essential that the investiga
tion be part of the regular public duty of the re
questing agency. No evidence studies may be 
conducted for private persons or corporations in 
either civil or criminal cases. 

C. Cost of ISB Services-All forensic services are gener
ally available without charge to public agencies. 
This includes field or laboratory studies, testimo
ny presented in courts and travel expenses. Ex
ceptions which occur are those where special high 
cost equipment or supplies must be purchased or 
where special analyses must be referred to pri
vate corporations or individuals. Whenever such 
special charges will be incurred, prior approval 
will always be obtained through consultation with 
the submitting agency or district attorney. 

D. Functions of the Investigative Se,rvices Branch 
1. Examine, identify, compare and interpret most 

types of physical evidence and interpret the 
significance of the findings. 

2. Furnish expert testimony before the courts 
concerning examinations conducted on evi
dence or related matters. When criminalists or 
other specialists are needed as witne~ses in le
gal actions, official requests for such appear
ances should be made by the appropriate 
attorney. This should be done by subpoena, but 
a letter or teletype may be equally respected. 
On any official investigation conducted by an 
ISB employee he may, of course, be called as a 
witness by either the prosecution or public de
fender. 

3. Furnish field assistance in the investigation of 
major criminal cases. Such aid can only be fur
nished in connection with felonies of major im
portance or where special knowledge is 
essential to properly investigate the case. Re
quests for such assistance should be made only 
by the head of the investigative agency or by 
a supervising employee responsible for the 
conduct of the investigation. The official re
questing a field investigation must inform the 

laboratory of the type of crime, the basic cir
cumstances surrounding the case and the spe
cific type of assistance required. This is 
necessary to permit assigning the most quali
fied staff member available (see Section XIII 
for more details). 

The ISB is not able to furnish on-the-scene as
sistance in routine 'investigations where 
trained officers are available to adequately 
recover evidence for later submission to the 
laboratory or section. 

4. Render aid to prosecutors in connection with 
preparing scientific and technical phases of 
certain cases for trial. In some situations the 
ISB may also be able to furnish advice to 
prosecutors so that they may better under
stand the significance of testimony presented 
by other prosecution or defense experts. 

5. Furnish instruction or audio-visual training 
aids concerning physical evidence for law en
forcement training. Basic or specialized in
struction will be furnished whenever possible 
to officers nf any law enforcement agency. 
When such instruction is desired, a formal re
quest should be made well in advance of t.he 
time scheduled. Requests for training school 
instructors should be made to the local regional 
laboratory or special section by the head of the 
law enforcement agency involved (see Appen
dix B for address). 

Photo I B A Criminolist of the Investigative Service~ Branch presenting 
expert testimony t(l the court. 
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IV. SUBMISSION OF PHYSICAL EVIDENCE 
A. Method Selection 

Various methods can be employed to Sld'fllii ,'vi
dentiary material to the laboratory. Gelll'l'lIlly I ht: 
method selected will depend upon the' IYIII' 1I,.ld 
size of the exhibits involved the time aVllillll,l,' lor 
completion of analyses and 'the complcxi I Y (If I he 
case. Whatever the method employed. (,II/"(' III1ISt 
be taken to assure that evidence will not I II' I(lst, 
damaged or contaminated and that th(' ('hllill of 
possession of the exhibits can be legHII\' I'.~tllh
lished and maintained. 

B. Information Required 

In every case a completely filled out ISII forlll 
(1SB-4) should accompany the exhibits slIllIlIil h,d. 
If this form is not available a letter rna,' h,' sllb
stituted which furnishes the following' ill/'I1I'1t1I1-
tion: 

1. Name of suspect or defendant, if applicllhle. 
2. Name of victim, if applicable. 
3. Specific type of crime involved. 
4. Agency case number. 
5. Agency submitting eVidence. 
6. Name of officer submitting evidence. 
7. Name of officer to whose attention \'l'pllrts 

should be sent and/ or evidence retul'1H'd. 
8. Itemized list of exhibits included. 
9. Purpose of examinations or type of stlidit'S 

desired. 

10. Copy of crime investigation, accident ,II' 1~1I-. 
topsy report as a.ppropriate or at least ;1 brlt't 
summary of the specific case under inwsti~ll
tion. 

11. Notations concerning any accidental or lntt'n' 
tional changes which the investig:lll.'f hilS 
made in the exhibits. 

12. If previously examined by another ll.~'t\l'Y 1I 

copy of any reports received concernil\,~ sUl'h 
eXaminations. 

13. ISB case number if evidence is being n'suh. 
mitted or is additional evidence on a ca~' th:lt 
has already been analyzed by the ISH. Sud\ 
case numbers appear on all exhibits and.tt tilt' 
top of all reports, letters or other corn'$~'Il\ll. 
ence pertaining to evidence studk'.s ~'\U\
due ted by the ISB. 

C. Personal Delivery 

1. Best Method-Personal delivery of e\"i..t~m't' 
is the best method in those cases wh~n" the" 
investigation or the evidence involved i~ ~'\\l\\' 
plex. It is also best when large or peri~~N(' 
exhibits are involved or there are many ~'~l.,-t' 
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rate items. 

2. Permits Personal Consultation-Discussion of 
the c~se and evidence by the investigator and 
the analyst is frequently beneficial, particu
lary in complex cases. 

3. Avoid Use of Messengers-Evidence should 
not be delivered by officers unfamiliar with 
the case under investigation who are only act
ing as messengers. Such persons normally do 
not have information about the investigation 
needed by the laboratory. In addition, such 
procedures add one more individual to the 
chain of possession and they will usually be 
needed to testify regarding such evidence 
possession if the case goes to trial. 

4. Contact the Laboratory or Special Service 
Section-Telephone whenever possible prior 
to personally delivering evidence. This is par
ticularly important if the case is complex. It 
permits the Supervisor to arrange to have the 
most qualified personnel aVailable when the 
officer arrives. 

5. Evidence Delivery Address-See Appendix B. 
6. Hours-8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The ISB is closed on 

Saturday, Sunday and holidays. 
7. Contacting Analysts During Non-Working 

Hours-Analysts can be contacted through 
the Bureau at any time but delays may OCcur. 
Therefore, if complex evidence must be deliv
ered during non-working hours or field assist
ance is required, telephone first. See 
Appendix B for nights and weekend numbers. 

D. Mail Shipment 

1. Postage Class-Use registered or certified 
mail if evidence is of high monetary value or 
if it is small and of critical value. OtherWise, 
first or fourth class mail is satisfactory. 

2. Prevent Damage-Package contents so that 
breakage or contamination will not occur dur
ing shipment. 

3. Restrictions-Follow postal regulations, Do 
not mail explosives and other prohibited 
items. 

4. Seal Package CompletelY-Even if fourth 
class mail is employed do not just tie with 
string but rather employ paper tape or other 
sealing tape. 

5. Place Letter on Outside of Package-Use 
Form 1SB-4 or include all information listed 
under Item B in letter. Place this in an en
velop and attach to the outside of the sealed 
package. 
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COVER. .' ..... 

LE:TTtR 

Photo 2 Proper method for packaging evidence for shipment. Always place 
a cover letter on the outside of the package. 

This permits the laboratory to record the case and 
assign it to the appropriate scientist available for 
the specific examination necessary. Only the ana
lyst assigned to the case will open the package. It 
also permits suitable storage of unopened perisha
ble evidence when examinations must be 
delayed. In instances where there is need for ob
taining the results rapidly it permits assigning pri
ority to specific cases or exhibits. 
6. Mail Address-See Appendix B. 
7. Mark to Attention of Proper Section-In all 

cases mark package to the attention of the 
proper section as follows: 

Attn: Latent Print-all latent print evidence, finger
print cards for comparison with latents, skin or 
fingers of deceased persons. 

Attn: Questioned Documents-all handwriting, 
typewriting, printed material, altered or 
obliterated writing, paper, ink and related evi
dence. 

Attn: Criminalistics Laboratory-all other physical 
evidence submitted for processing. 
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E. Express Shipment 

1. Commonly Used Methods-United Parcel 
Service, Greyhound, Air Express and related 
methods are equally satisfactory. 

2. Package Condition-Follow the same proce
dures listed under "Mail shipment" under 0 
above, making sure that package is sealed com
pletely and a cover letter is placed on the out
side of package. 

3. Label Address-Since shipments other than 
mail will not be received in the Bureau post 
office box, address with full street address (See 
Appendix B). 

4. Mark to attention of proper section-See 0-7 
above. 

F. Evidence Requiring Special Handling 

1. Explosives-do not deliver or ship to the labora
tory without contacting a Crimimziist by tele
phone. Suitable instructions will be given 
concerning procedures to be followed. 

2. Other Dangerous Materials-due to shipping 
regulation variations, special methods must oc
casionally be employed. In addition, for the 
safety of both transporting officers and the 
Branch staff, it is urged that telephone contact 
be made prior to delivering loaded weapons, 
nangerous chemicals, etc. 

3. Perishable Materials-deliver only during 
working hours. If to be shipped, contact ISB 
first, except in the case of blood and related 
specimens sent for alcohol, drug or grouping 
tests. 

G. Physical Evidence Bulletins 

A number of Physical Evidence Bulletins describ
ing proper procedures for handling, packaging 
and submitting various types of evidence to the 
laboratories and special sections are available (see 
Appendix A for complete list). 

These bulletins are distributed by regional 
laboratories and special sections in the Investiga
tive Services Branch (See Appendix B for ad
dresses and telephone numbers). 
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CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
DIVISION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT 

INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES BRANCH 

ISB CASE NO .. 
REQUEST FOR 

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE EXAMINATION ~ 
New 0 Additional 0 ... -

l:! ; g Resubmittal 0 

REQUESTING AGENCY: .. COUNTY OF: . 
(Locatioa) 

OFFENSE: DATE OF OFFENSE: AGENCY NO.: 

SUSPECT(S): ([DClud. [D No. il.ay) .. 

VICTIM(S): ..... 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF CIRCUMSTANCES: 

EVIDENCE SUBMITTED: (Packa,es, containen. etc.) ••...•.•••••..••..••••.•• " .••..••...•..•••.••••.••••.•••. 

PURPOSE OF EXAMINATION: ............ . 

CHAIN OF CUSTODY 

EVIDENCE RECEIVED FROM EVIDENCE DELIVERED TO DATE TIM!: 

If further infonnation is needed concerning this case, the following official should be contacted: 
....................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..... Phone No.: ......................... . 

ISB Report to be sent to the attention of: ......................................................... . 

Evidence should be returned to the attention of: ..................................................... . 

Officer investigating this case: ..................................................................... , .. . 

Date results needed by: .... , .... , ........ For (type of court .nd Joc.tIon) • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • •• • ••.••••••••• 

IS ABOVE LISTED EVIDENCE PROPERLY MARKED AND PACKAGED? 

PLACE THIS FORM IN ENVELOPE ON OUrsIDE OF EVIDENCE PACKAGE 

-10-
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v. EV!DENCE EXAMINATION REPORTS 
A. On completion of ISB analysis, reports are submit

ted to the head of the law enforcement agency 
requesting the examinations. These reports are 
normally marked to the attention of the specific 
officer submitting the evidence. Copies will be 
furnished to other agencies only at the request of 
the submitting agency. 

B. The reports always include the charge, names of 
subjects involved and agency case number, if 
known. The date, ti~.~e and name of the person 
from whom the exhiuits were received and the 
method of delivery are also included followed by 
a complete list of all exhibits. The reports include 
the results of the examinations and the conclu
sions of the examiner, if appropriate. The method 
and date of return of the evidence is included at 
the end of the report. 

Photo 3A A member of a Regional laboratory secretarial staff discussing 
the typing of a laboratory report. 

c. The person signing the report is the employee 
responsible for the examinations and who will be 
able to testify concerning his findings~ 

D. All reports are numbered and any future refer
ence to a specific case should refer to the case 
number in the heading of the report. Attempts 
are made by ISB to assign the same number to all 
work conducted on the same crime. Reference to 
the case number in all future communications 
permits rapid location of all reports and other in
formation in the Branch pertaining to a specific 
case. 

E. When analysis results are urgently needed the ISB 
will furnish preliminary reports by telephone or 
teletype, if requested to do so. 

Photo 38 The laboratory files are essential business records for the labora
tory staff and the Criminal Justice System. 

-11-
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VI. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS fOR THE COLLECTION 
AND PRESERVATION OF EVIDENCE 

A. Clear Area-Clear all except essential and author
ized persons from the crime scene area. This in
cludes all officers who are not needed for specific 
functions. The more people present, the more 
chance there is for damage or loss of evidence. 

B. Record Scene--By photographing, measuring and 
sketching. The location of all evidentiary items 
must be recorded prior to their movement. 

c. Use Systematic Approach-Use caution when search
ing for evidence. Study the whole scene area first 
since the relationship of different exhibit positions 
may be important. Systematically cover crime 
scene area so that nonobvious or hidden evidence 
is not overlooked. Speed and carelessness may 
lead to overlooking evidence or to damage or de
struction of important exhibits. 

D. Limit Number of Evidence Collectors-Designate one 
or at most a pair of officers to collect all evidence. 
This places responsibility on specific individuals. 
It will also tend to avoid confusion at some later 
date by identifYing the person that recovered spe
cifi,c items and the location in which they were 
found. 

E. Photograph Evidence--Take photographs as neces
sary prior to moving or securing exhibits. 

F. Use Common Sense--Use knowledge, experience 
and intelligence in collecting evidence. Consider 
what significance the exhibit may have and what 
examinations the laboratory may conduct. If this 
is done, the trained investigator will normally be 
able to correctly secure and preserve the exhibits. 

G. Keep Records-Prepare notes or other records as 
items are collected. Record the item, its condition 
(if appropriate), its exact location relative to a 
fixed and permanent position; the date, time, etc. 

H. Mark Exhibits-Place permanent and distinctive 
marks directly on objects collected if this is possi
ble without damaging the evidence. 

I. Mark Container-When unable to mark the exhibit 
itself, such as in the case of stains, hair, paint, etc., 
place in a vial or small plastic or other envelope, 
seal and mark the container. Even when the ex
hibit itself can be marked it is usually advisable to 
seal it in some type of container and place addi
tional identification marks on the container. 

J. Keep Markings Brief-Initials or the name of the offi
cer collecting is essential. In marking containers 

other pertinent data can be included, suc:h as 
date, where found, case number and description 
of exhibit. Do not include extraneous information 
or conclusions of the investigator since these 
might make the label inadmissible as evidence in 
court. 

K. Containers-Vario'u'~ types of containers can be 
used for items of physical evidence. Several differ
ent packaging methods are listed here. The inves
tigator should try to suit his containers to the 
sample. Due to bacterial or fungal actions it is 
imperative that you DO NOT PUT DAMP OR 
BIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE IN PLASTIC BAGS. 

1. Plastic or cellophane envelopes are suitable for 
small dry objects. 

2. Paper envelopes--are suitable for folded paper 
bindles containing very small or powdery 
material if all corners are sealed. Do not use 
paper envelopes for fiber evidence, a vial or 
pill box is preferred. 

3. Vials, pill boxes, capsules ;Jnd like containers 
are fequently suitable, depending upon the ex
hibit and its condition. 

4. Garments and large exhibits can be placed in 
bags or rolled in paper. 

5. Paper or plastic envelopes can be sealed 
around the ends of large exhibits, such as tools, 
with plastic tape to prevent loss of adhering 
evidence. 

6. Loss of adhering evidence on large exhibits, 
such as safes, vehicle bumpers, etc., can be pre
vented by placing plastic or paper over the 
evidence and sealing it down with tape. 

7. Always use clean and new containers to pre
vent contamination. 

8. Special precautions regarding containers em
ployed for specific types of evidence are dis
cussed in the various other secti(ms of the 
Manual. ' 

l. Sealing Containers-Preventing loss, contamina
tion, or access by unauthorized persons are of pri
mary importance. Also, do not overseal and 
complicate opening the container in the labora
tory. A void or limit the use of staples and never 
apply to plastic containers if fine particles of 
material are enclosed since staples rip small holes 
in plastic. 

M. Keep Exhibits Separate--Each different item or simi
lar items secured at different locations should be 
placed in separate containers. Packaging sepa-
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rately prevents damage through contact and cross 
con tamination. 

N. Storing Evidence-Always store in a safe, evidence 
vault, locker or some other location where others 
do not have access to it. This includes both tempo
rary and long term storage. 

O. Keep Chain of Possession Short-Each person haVing 

-13-
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an exhibit in his possession, even if in a sealed 
container, may be required to testify as to such 
possession. To save the time of law enforcement 
personnel as well as the courts and to avoid confu
sion, keep the chain of possession as short as possi
ble. In any case, each person having the exhibit in 
his possession should mark it or mark the contain
er, if the exhibit is sealed in one. 

' .. 
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VII. PHYSICAL EVIDENCE STUDIES CONDUCTED BY THE 

CRIMINALISTICS LABORATORY 
The following sections furnish instructions, as well as general information, relative to specific types of physical 

evidence. It is not possible to include every conceivable type of evidence in a manual of this type, but a majority 
of frequently encountered types is included. 

-14-



A. BLOOD STAINS 
Studies of blood stains are frequently of importance 
in a wide variety of criminal investigations. In some 
cases, particularly homicide, crime scene examina
tions by a Criminalist may be required to establish 
direction of origin of blood splatters, show move
ments of individuals, establish sequence of deposit of 
stains and to develop other necessary information. 
The mOre common type of blood studies are labora
tory operations involving analyses of recovered 
stains. 

1. Fresh Moist Stains 

a. Do not heat ~tained material or place it in 
bright sunlight to ary. Hang clothing and simi
lar articles in a room where there is rapid air 
movement, such as in front of a fan. Caution, a 
fan should not be used if foreign material has 
potential significance. 

b. If not completely dried before packaging, 
decomposition will OCcur which will prevent 
complete testing. 

c. When the stain is dry, label the item and roll it 
in paper-or place it in a paper bag or box; seal 
and label container. DO NOT PUT STAINED 
OBJEcrS INTO PLASTIC BAGS. 

Photo 5 Air dried bloody clothing being wrapped for mailing. 

2. Dried Stains 

a. On Cloth-Label article, roll in paper or place 
in a bag or box, seal and label container. Do not 
attempt to remove stain from the cloth. 

b. On Small Solid Objects-Send entire stained 
object to laboratory, after labeling and packag
ing. 

c. On Large Jolid Objects-If practical to deliver 
whole object to the laboratory, any areas con-

taining dry stains may be covered with paper 
and the edges sealed down with tape to pre
vent loss or contamination. If impractical to 
deliver the whole object to the laboratory, 
scrape stain onto a clean piece of paper which 
can be folded into a bindle and placed in an 
envelope. Scrape blood from object using a 
freshly washed and dried knife or similar in
strument. Wash and dry instrument before 
each stain is scraped off so as not to cross con
taminate samples with traces of blood on the 
instrument used. Seal and mark container. 

d. Do not mix separate dried stains. Place each 
stain in a separate container. 

e. If the stain cannot be removed in any other 
manner, use a piece of gauze dampened with 
distilled water to absorb the stain. Make a simi
lar swab of an unstained area. Dry the gauze 
pads; place in separate envelopes; mark and 
seal. 

Photo 6 Band·aid pickup of blood. A method of conveniently collecting 
and forwarding blood from a crime scene. 

3. Comparison Specimens 

a. If grouping of stains is deSired, always obtain 
fresh known samples of all subjects involved. 
Grouping of dried stains seldom has any signifi
cance unless the blood groups of the subjects 
involved in the case are known. Information 
concerning the blood groups of subjects in
volved in an investigation may also assist the 
laboratory in selecting the most suitable test 
method or methods. 

b. It is usually possible to obtain known blood 
specimens from defendants if requested soon 
after the arrest. Often the subject will consent 
to the withdrawal of a specimen if he is advised 
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that the results may prove that the stains in 
question are [Jot his blood and that in any event 
it is not possible to prol'C' that such stains are his 
blood. 

c. Submit fresh blood samples from subjects in 
two separate vials. One sample should be in a 
sterile vial containing a preservative and an 
anti-coagulant (gray stopper tube). The other 
sample should be in a sterile vial without added 
preservatives (blue, green, or purple stop
pered). Label each vial with the name of the 
subject, date, name of person withdrawing 
specimen and officer's name or initials. Submit 
such specimens to the laboratory as soon as pos
sible. 

4. Types of Tests Conducted 

a. Proof of presence of blood. 
b. Detection of human origin of blood. 
c. Detection of some types of animal bloods. Suit

able sera are maintained in the laboratory for 
the detection of blood of common animals. If 
appropriate serum is not on hand, however, 
some delay will occasionally OCcur before spe
cial tests can be made. 

d. Determination of basic ABO blood groups. 
e. The laboratory is able to type some factors 

present in dried blood. Some of these factors 
deteriorate in two weeks. Others retain activity 
for several months. In cases where the basic 
blood groups cannot distinguish between in
diViduals, other factors present in the speci
mens will be examined. 

f. It is not presently possible to prove that a 
bloodstain came from a specific individual. It 
may be Possible, however, to demonstrate that 
all blood groups present in the stain and in the 
blood of a subject are alike. When this is the 
case it must be realized that many other per
sons will also have blood of these same groups, 
In other cases it may be possible to demon
strate that a stain could not have come from a 
specific person. 

h. Some blood group factors have been found 
only in certain racial groups. Occasionally one 
of these factors will OCCur among the blood 
groups of an individual involved in a specific 
crime. If such a blood group factor is found in 
a stain left at a crime scene by the perpetrator, 
information concerning his race may be of 
material value to the investigator in ap
prehending the suspect. For these reasons, the 
laboratory should be informed of the race of all 
individuals known to be involved in crimes 
when bloodstain evidence is present. 

i. Transfusions of persons seriously injured will 
alter their blood chemistry and obscure their 
true blood groups. In these cases it is necessary 
to wait at least 60 days after the transfusion to 
obtain a valid blood sample. 

Photo 7 A Geneticolly related enzyme variants in dried blood can now be 
examined in the California Department of Justice's Criminalistics, laborato_ 
ries. The illustration shows starch gel and photographic representation of an 
enzyme system. 

g. The laboratory will conduct blood grouping 
whenever necessary for the investigation or 
prosecution of a criminal case. Such tests, 
however, are frequently complex, tedious and 
time consuming and should therefore be re
quested only when it appears that the results 
may have significance. A common example of 
requests for unnecessary examinations involves 
bloodstains on the victim's clothing. A fresh 
sample of blood from the victim is usually a 
better sample. The clothing may, of course, be 
submitted for stab or bullet hole examinations 
or other studies but performing blood grouping 
on eVidence of this nature should not be ex
pected. 

Photo 78 Necessary treatment of an enzyme starch gel electrophoresis to 
visualize the genetic variants. 
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B. SEMINAL STAINS 
Semen is the male reproductive fluid. It normally 
contains spermatozoa, which are reproductive cells, 
as well as other substances. It is possible to identify 
dried semen by either chemical tests or the micro
scopic identification of characteristically shaped 
spermatozoa. 

1. Seminal stains are often, but not always, found on 
clothing, blankets, sheets or other materials in 
rape and other sex offenses. When dry they may 
have a stiff, starchy feel and can often be located 
by the sense of touch. 

2. In sex offense cases the victim should always be 
examined by a physician and a vaginal specimen 
taken. The laboratory can examine such speci
mens for sperm cells. Vaginal specimens can be 
submitted either as smears, swabs, or aspirates, 
although the collection of a vaginal aspirate in a 
clean glass vial is the preferred method. Time is of 
the essence in obtaining vaginal specimens as bac
terial action rapidly destroys the sperm cells. The 
victim should be examined as soon as possible af
ter the incident and the vaginal specimen kept 
refrigerated until delivery to the laboratory. 

Photo 8A Humon .permotozoa from garment of victim in rope case. 
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3. Submit all suspected stained materials to the labo
ratory. If possible, always include the panties, 
other underwear and clothing from the victim. All 
garments should be placed in separate packages. 
The packages containing the victim's clothing 
should be kept separate from those containing the 
suspect's clothing. 

4. Label all garments or other exhibits. 
5. If damp, always allow fabric to air dry completely 

before packaging to prevent decomposition. 
When stain is dry, roll garments gently in paper, 
place in paper bags and then seal and label con
tainer. Do not put such stained objects into plastic 
bags. 

6. Handle fabrics as little as possible. 
7. Under special circumstances seminal stains may 

be analyzed for the ABO or other blood group 
factors. If this type of testing is requested, contact 
the laboratory by telephone prior to shipping ex
hibits. This is essential since other biological sam
ples are required (blood and saliva from victim 
and suspect). 

Photo 8B Visualizing seminal stains from clothing. 

... 
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c. FIBERS AND THREADS 
Clothing, rugs, blankets, curtains and other fabrics 
are such common articles in modern society that 
their value as evidence may be overlooked. Although 
verv common, a tremendous variety of animal, vege
tabie and synthetic fibers of numerous colors are 
used. Thus threads and individual fibers will fre
quently serve as useful evidence in criminal cases. 
1. Fibers and threads will often be found in fabric 

abrasions, torn metal or in other areas on hit and 
run vehicles. In burglary cases such evidence may 
be located on a torn screen, broken glass, or metal 
on safes or other locations. Fibers may also be 
important in incidents of personal contact such as 
homicide, assault and rape cases where cross 
transfers may occur between the clothing of sus
pects and victims. 

2. Examinations of fibers will usually establish their 
type and color. Such studies may also indicate the 
type of garments or fabric from which the recov
ered fibers or threads originated. 

3. Fibers and threads can also be compared with 
clothing of subjects to determine whether or not 
they could have originated from such garments. 

Photo 9 Shirt of murder suspect from which button was forcibly pulled out 
and a button found i" hand of victim. This button matched others on the shirt 
and fiben adhering to the button threads matched the shirt fibers. 

4. Complete threads or long fibers can frequently be 
picked up with the fingers or tweezers. When 
recovered they should be placed in plastic en
velopes or glass or plastic vials. Never place loose 
fibers directly into mailing envelopes or other pa
per containers since they are difficult to locate 
and remove in the laboratory and the paper itself 
may contain fibers. 

5. If the fibers are short, few in number or firmly 
adhering to an exhibit, attempt to remove the 
complete item containing the fibers and place it 

in a plastic envelope. All fibers present may more 
readily be located and removed from such exhib
its in the laboratory. 

6. Never attempt to pick up fibers on gummed tape 
unless no other method for recovery of the evi
dence is available. Once firmly caught in the gum 
on the tape it is almost impossible to remove them 
for study and the adhesive may interfere with lab
oratory tests. 

7. Whenever fiber or thread evidence is recovered, 
submit to the laboratory for comparison purposes 
all clothing of persons from whom the evidence 
might have originated. 

8. In sex offenses, assaults and some other investiga- " 
tions it may be possible to indicate or demonstrate 
contact between two individuals or between one 
individual and some other object by comparing 
transferred fibers. Such examinations are only of 
value when it is known that no contact occurred 
between the individuals or objects prior to or 
subsequent to the offense. Extreme care must be 
taken to keep all articles of clothing and other 
objects separated. Each garment should be sepa
rately packaged in paper bags. If large, garments 
may be laid on clean sheets of paper on a table and 
separately rolled up in the paper. Always mark 
each exhibit. If the clothing of either subject 
touches the clothing of the other or is even laid 
down on a table or placed on a car seat previously 
contacted by the clothing of the other subject, the 
comparisons may have no value. 

Photo lOA Criminolists removing fibers alleged to be from the victim's 
clothing, found embedded in the windshield of the suspect hit·and·run vehi· 
cle. 
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Photo lOB Crimina lists removing fibers alleged to be from the victim's 
clothing, found embedded in the windshield of the suspect hit-and-run vehi
cle. 

9. Fabric impressions which may contain embedded 
fibers are frequently found in hit-run cases. If the 
area containing the impression cannot be conven
iently submitted to the laboratory, a photograph 
should be taken of the area. Always mount the 
camera on a tripod so that the film is parallel with 
the impression. Include a ruler next to the impres
sion photographed so that the size of the mark can 
be determined. In such cases submit all outer 
clothing of all victims for the comparison pur
poses. When the object containing the fabric im
pression cannot be removed but is rather 
photographed, a search should also be made for 
fibers. Any fibers located should be removed and 
placed in a vial or coin envelope if possible. In the 
event that the fibers are difficult to recover and if 
they are embedded in paint, scrape the paint and 
fibers into a coin envelope and seal the corners 
with tape. Usually the fibers can be separated 
from the paint in the laboratory. 

Photo 11 Impression produced in dust on headlight of hit-run car by the coat of the victim. 
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D. HAIR 
Although hair is a frequently encountered type of 
evidence it has real evidentiary value in only a lim
ited number of cases. Except for determinations as to 
possible sourc€', such studies also require fairly large 
samples if the laboratory results are to be of real 
significance. 

1. Human Hair 

a. Hair samples can be identified as human and 
some indication of the part of the body from 
which they originated can frequently be estab
lished. 

b. Hair color can be determined and some infor
mation developed concerning bleaching, dye
ing or related treatment. 

~,,-'"""" ... - ..... -.. ----

c. The racial tra.:~ .... '\,. ~h(:" individual from whom 
head hairs ori~:~-.t.::-:.. ... J \,'~tn be suggested in some 
instances. 

d. Study ofhair~ .... ~ .... ~~"'quently establish whether 
or not they h:'i..l "~t n:lturally or were pulled 
out or if they h~,~~ l:'t.'t'n cut ~r crushed. 

e. It is presentl~ ::~ .. >t t-~"\$sible to conclusively 
prove that tw\.' ~:'\;. ...... ~imens of hair came from 
the same indi'\""i",~l. In the case of head hair, 
however, t~t" l.;i.t--.... .... ~~h."\ry may be able to indi-
cate a posslbl~' .... '\. ......... nmon origin. The value of 
such studi~s w\~l "\ ~ry ~eatly depending upon 
the quantity ~,.t C-..$..il" l"t."'COvered as well as the 
characteristic~ t\.~lnd in the examination. 

Photo 12 E~ '!'ough there are similarities in hairs from the some person, thero are also considerable variotl<>n. lI, IIlu"roled. Thus il is extremely difficult 10 slate that ha .. " from a specific person. 
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2. Animal Hair 

a. Animal hair samples can sometimes be identi
fied as to the genus of animal from which they 
originated. 

b. While animal hair can be compared with speci
mens from specific animals. this type of exami
nation will only serve to establish similarities in 
structure and animal type. It is never possible 
to prove that recovered animal hairs came 
from a specific animal. 

Photo 13 Comparison of hair from horse struck by hit-run vehicle (left) 
and hair removed from suspect vehicle (right). Horse was being ridden by 
young girl who was also injured. 

3. Recovery of Hair Evidence 

a. If hair is firmly attached, such as in dry blood 
or caught in metal or a crack in glass, do not 
attempt to remove it, but rather leave the hair 
intact on the object. If the object is small, mark 
and seal it in an envelope with sealed corners. 
If the object is large, cover the area containing 
the hair with a protective layer of paper to 
prevent loss of the hairs during shipment. 

b. Recover all hair present. If possible, use the 
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fingers to pick up the hair and place in a vial or 
paper envelope with sealed corners. Do not 
mix samples recovered at different locations. 
Label and seal the container. Never use 
gummed tape to pick up hairs and do not wash 
or clean them. 

4. Standards for Comparison 

a. If injuries to a victim suggest a point of origin, 
secure hair specimens from as near this loca
tion as possible. 

b. When the point of origin is unknown, secure 
samples from various locations and keep sam
ples separate. In the case of human head hair 
it i') important to obtain samples from different 
areas on the head since variations in structure 
or color of head hair frequently Occur on the 
same individual. Likewise, there is a major dif
ference in human head, pubic, arm, beard and 
other hair from different parts of the body. Ani
mal hair secured from different areas on the 
animal body will also vary greatly in structure. 

c. Whenever possible obtain large samples from 
each area. It is desirable that each of these con
tain at least several dozen hairs. 

d. Attempt to pull out standard samples which 
will be used for comparison purposes. If this is 
not possible, cut the hair as close to the skin as 
possible. Note whether the hair was cut or 
pulled. 

e. Always obtain samples from all individuals in
volved. In many investigations the laboratory is 
requested to determine if a sample in question 
originated from a specific individual when 
there are only a limited number of persons 
from whom the hair could have come. In the 
case of hair samples from vehicles in accidents, 
beds in sex offense cases and similar investiga
tions, it is important to have standard samples 
from all possible occupants and not just from 
the individual from whom the hairs are be
lieved to have originated. 
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E. PAINT 
Paint is one of the most common types of physical 
evidence encountered. Paint evidence will be found 
in the majority of hit-run and burglary cases where 
it may prove to have material value: Paint evidence 
may also be involved in various other types of crimes. 

1. Hit-Run Cases 

a. Paint may be transferred to the clothing of pe
destrian victims. Examine all garments with 
particular attention being paid to areas show
ing pressure glaze, tears, or other contact. 

b. If found, do not remove the paint, but mark the 
garment and dry it completely if damp. Then 
carefully wrap each item separately by rolling 
in paper or place each garment in a separate 
paper bag for delivery to the laboratory. 

c. Such paint will at least show the color of part of 
the responsible car. It must be remembered, 
however, that many modern cars have more 
than one color and the paint transferred only 
represents the color of the particular area on 
the car that made contact with the victim. 

d. It is sometimes possible to indicate the manu
facturer and year of vehicle from a paint trans
fer. Such findings may assist officers in the 
apprehension of the responsible vehicle. When 
this type of study is de.sired it is of considerable 
assistance to the laboratory to receive any in
formation available concerning the responsible 
vehicle. This includes receipt of any other evi
dence found at the scene, such as broken plas
tic lenses or other vehicle parts, which may in 
themselves indicate the make and year of the 
vehicle. Statements made by witnesses which 
suggest one or more possible types of vehicle 
are also of interest and should be included in 
any request letter forwarded with the evi
dence. 

e. Sometimes whole chips of paint will be trans
ferred to the clothing. If these flakes contain 
several layers and particularly if they came 
from a repainted car, such evidence may have 
great value when the responsible car is located. 

f. Chips of paint may also be found on the ground 
near the point of impact. In some cases it has 
been possible to physically match several chips 
found at accident scenes with paint remaining 
on the fender of the suspect's vehicle. 

g. Obtain samples for comparison from all areas 
showing fresh damage on suspect vehicles. This 
is very important since the paint may be differ
ent in type or composition in different loca
tions even though the color is the same. If the 
paint can be flaked off by bending the metal 
slightly, remove it in this manner. If not, scrape 

paint off using a clean knife blade. In every 
case make certain that samples of all layers 
down to the metal are collected. Carefully 
wipe the blade of any knife or scraping tool 
employed before collecting each sample to 
prevent cross contamination. Place each sam
ple collected from different areas in separate 
containers. 

h. Cross transfers of paint commonly occur in hit
run cases involving two or more vehicles. If 
loose paint chips are located in such cases, at
tempt to remove and place them in coin en
velopes. If, however, the transfers are smeared 
on the surface, flake off chips or scrape paint 
from vehicle including the transferred paint as 
well as the top layer of paint originally on the 
car. Keep all transfers recovered from different 
areas in separate containers. 

i. When cross transfers occur, always collect 
known, uncontaminated samples from each ve
hicle from areas immediately adjacent to each 
transfer collected. This is of great importance 
since such specimens permit the laboratory to 
distinguish between the transferred paint and 
the paint originally present on the vehicle. 

Photo 14 Paint from safe which was hauled away from burglarized store 
(left' and chips of paint found in vehicle of suspect (right'. Corresponding 
abrasion markings on paint surface established that all came from the same 
source. 
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2. Burglary Cases 

a. Tools used to gain entry into buildings or safes 
often contain traces of paint as well as other 
substances such as plaster, safe insulation, etc. 
Care must be taken that this type of trace evi
dence is not lost. If such transfers may be 
present, wrap the end of the tool containing 
the material in a plastic envelope and seal with 
plastic tape to prevent loss. III no case should 
attempts be made to fit the tool into marks or 
impressions found. If this is done, transfers of 
paint or other material might occur and any 
material later found will have no significance as 
evidence. 

b. Collect specimens of paint from all areas which 
the tool may have contacted at the crime 
scene. These samples should include all layers 
present. 

c. The tool itself may contain paint or other coat
ings, traces of which may be left at the crime 
scene. Careful search should be made of each 
tool mark for any such evidence. 

3. Recovery and Preservation of Paint Specimens 

a. Keep all samples collected in separate contain
ers. 

b. If the sample is very small or difficult to 
remove and the complete exhibit itseff can be 
sent to the laboratory, this is the best procedure 
and will make available all of the paint without 
loss. 

c. Always scrape or otherwise remove samples of 
all layers of paint or other material present if 
the complete exhibit containing the paint is not 
to be submitted to the laboratory. 

d. Small glass or plastic vials are excellent contain
ers for paint. 

Photo 15 Chips containing three colors of point from trunk of suspect's cor 
(left) and from safe which was hauled away in a burglary (right). 

e. Paint may also be placed on sheets of white 
paper which can then be folded and sealed to 
prevent loss. 

f. Paper envelopes should never be employed for 
the submission of paint unless the specimen is 
very large in size. If such envelopes are used, 
always seal all four corners with plastic tape to 
prevent loss and follow the procedure as out
lined in section e, 

g. A very useful method for securing paint from 
vehicles, walls and similar locations is to place 
a short strip of plastic tape on one side of the 
open end of a small paper envelope with the 
gummed flap folded back. The tape and en ve
lope are then attached to the object containing 
the specimen. By holding the envelope open 
with one hand paint can be scraped loose and 
into the envelope with a clean knife blade. 
Once the sample is in the envelope the tape 
can be removed, the flap folded forward and 
the open end of the envelope folded several 
times. Then this folded area is sealed with a 
paper clip or a short length of tape. Such a 
container may then be sealed in a standard 
mailing envelope which may easily be marked 
for identification. 

h. Markings placed on labels, envelopes or other 
containers should include the officer's name, 
date and f::~me of collection, as well as the spe
cific source of the sample (for example: RtF 
fender 1970 Ford, license # ABC 123). 

i. In no case should conclusions of the officer, 
requests for examination or other unnecessary 
writing be included. 

Photo 16 A method for securing point samples from vehicles and similar 
locations. Attach plastic tope to one side of open end of envelope and seal 
below area to be scraped. 
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F. GLASS 
Windows are frequently broken in burglaries, head
lights in hit-run cases and bottles or other objects 
may break with fragments being left on garmellts or 
other property of subjects involved in various types 
of crimes. 

1. Collection and Packaging of Evidence Glass 

a. The shoes and clothing of suspects as well as 
other objects which may be contaminated with 
glass should be marked and wrapped separate
ly to avoid cross-contamination. Even though 
contaminating glass is not usually immediately 
visible to the investiga.tor, any visible pieces 
should not be removed or disturbed, but rather 
the entire article should be carefully wrapped 
to protect and preserve the contaminant as 
found on the article. 

b. All glass found at hit-run scenes should be 
recovered. All glass should be collected be
cause more than one type may be present. In 
addition, if just a few representative samples 
are saved, individual pieces that could be physi
cally matched with glass remaining in the 
headlight shell of the suspected vehicle may be 
overlooked. The- search should not be limited 
to just the point of impact since other headlight 
glass may drop off at some distance away as the 
car leaves the crime scene. Glass from different 
locations should be kept in separate containers. 

c. Place small glass fragments in envelopes or pill 
boxes. Completely seal and mark the container. 

d. Place large glass fragments in bags or boxes but 
separate individual pieces with newspaper or 
tissue to prevent breakage and damage to 

Photo 17 Comparison of headlight lens gloss fragments from a hit-run 
scene and a suspect vehicle. 

edges during shipment. Large fragments can 
be marked with grease pencil, adhesive tape, 
labels or a scriber, but this is usually not neces
sary if all are sealed together in a single marked 
container. When breakage direction determi
nations will be needed, it will be necessary to 
mark each glass piece prior to its removal from 
the window to designate inside and outside 
surfaces. 

e. The headlight filaments from the broken head
light of a suspect's car may bear significant glass 
contamination. The absence or presence of 
fused glass can be determined in the laboratory 
and may provide evidence as to whether the 
headlights were illuminated at the time of 
headlight breakage. 

" ~~ ... +-.... 4 ................ t • .,.· ............... .,. .. _ •. ,. .. ;..,--~ .• 4 ... i~.+;+l~LI.U.lp.; ......... t4lt4l+~+'-I-'t 
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Photo 18 Three pieces of gloss found in a suspect's vehicle (marked Al 
matched with larger pieces from broken window at a burglary scene. 

2. Standards for Comparison 

a. Windows-If a broken window at a crime scene 
is small, submit the whole window or all glass 
remaining to the laboratory. If the evidence 
glass is' large enough for physical matching of 
broken edges or comparing the fracture lines, 
hackle marks, surface abrasions, or contamina
tion, the whole broken window is necessary. 
When physical matching does not appear possi
ble and a broken window i! large, the recovery 
of several samples from different areas on the 
window is usually satisfactory. Heat-hardened 
or tempered glass is commonly encountered in 
glass doors and automobile side and rear wi,n
dows. The well·known diced breakage of this 
kind of glass into typically small, rectanguiflr 
beads makes physical matching impractical in 
most cases. Several pieces should be collected 
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for comparison of physical properties \,-,:ith evi
dence glass. 

b. Auto Headlights-All gluss remaining in the 
shell must be recovered if physical matching 
with fragments from the scene is to be con
ducted. Hemember to consider the potential 
value of glass on the lamp element as an indica
tor of whether the headlight was on at the time 
of breakage. These will be microscopic frag
ments, not normally visible to the unaided eye. 

c. Other Glass-When bottles or other glass ob
jects are broken, recover ;111 glass remaining. 
Glass on shoes of suspects can be compared 
with broken bottles at crime scenes and glass 
from the skull of a murder victim can be com
pared with a broken bottle used as a weapon. 

3. Value of Glass Comparison 

Glass will have greatest value as evidence only 
when fragments from two sources can be physical
ly matched together. When this is possible, a com
mon origin can be conclusively established even 
when the fragments are quite small. In the case of 
powdered glass and minute fragments, it can be 
established that the material is, in fact, glass and 

very accurate comparisons can be conducted. 
However, conclusive identifications as to common 
origin are usually not possible. Nevertheless, the 
latter type of comparisons will establish similari
ties or differences in samples and thus may prove 
significan t. 

4. Other Glass Studies 

Other studies of glass are periodically of impor
tance. In the case of broken windows or other 
glass sheets, it is often possible to determine the 
side to which the force was applied which resulted 
in breakage. When multiple fractures are present 
in glass it also may be possible to determine the 
order in which the breaks occurred. It is also possi
ble, in some instances, to prove the sequence of 
shots through glass when consecutive bullets 
penetrate glass from one or both sides. In all such 
instances it is essential to have available for study 
ell1 glass remaining in a window as well as all frag
ments which break and fall to the ground. A sim
ple diagram should be made to differentiate and 
identify the origin of glass samples from the win
dow and from the ground. A copy of this diagram 
should be submitted with the evidence. 

Photo 19A Hackle morks on fractured edges of window glass. 

Photo 198 Compari~on of hackle marks on frac:tured edges of small gloss 
fragments from hit-run vehicle and occident scene. Photo 19C Rib marks on fractured edges of two small gloss fragments from 

hit·run vehicle and occident scene. 
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G. OPERATING CONDITION OF LIGHTS 
As part of the investigation of vehicle accidents it is 
often of importance to determine whether or not a 
headlight, taillight, spot light, turn indicator light or 
other unit was illuminated at the time of the acci
dent. Such determinations can usually be made if the 
lamp bulb has been cracked or broken at the time of 
the accident. In some instances such determinations 
can also be made even if the glass is not broken. 

1. Recovery of ALL parts of the broken lamp is of 
primary importance. Carefully remove the COM
PLETE lamp unit if possible. Otherwise remove 
ALL PARTS of the unit even if it is completely 
smashed. The parts recovered should include the 
socket, glass fragments, filament supports and the 
filaments. A thorough search for any portions of 
the coiled filaments themselves is of great impor
tance since they are very small and fragile and 
may be overlooked when broken. The recovery of 
the filaments is of greatest value since more infor
mation can be secured from them than from ex
amination of any other parts of the lamp unit or 
light bulb. 

2. Separated filaments recovered should be protect
ed from further breakage. They may be placed on 
cotton and sealed in a box or vial or inserted into 
a plastic envelope reinforced by a piece of card
board. Always prevent any further breakage. 

Photo 20 Toil and broke light filaments' from bloken unit on rear of vehicle 
involved in accident. Small taillig~t filafnent (left) was off. large brake light 
filament (center) was on. This is shown by the small glass beads which are 
fused to the brake light filament. 

3. Broken lamp units and parts which have been 
recovered should be marked and then packaged 
in a manner to prevent further damage during 
shipment. 

4. Whenever practical, if the broken unit is one of a 
pair, attempt to remove and submit to the labora
tory the other lamp of the pair. Frequently, such 
unbroken units will aid in determining the age 
and condition of both lights prior to the time that 
one was broken. 

5. Check the vehicle at the time the lamps are 
removed to determine the purpose served by 
each broken light. While this is normally obvious, 
occasions do arise in which wiring has been al
tered. This l~ p:!rticularly true in the case of some 
motorcycles where occasionally it has been found 
that tail and stop light wires have been reversed. 

6. In the investigation of accidents where the operat
ing condition of lights is of importance, always 
check the position of the light switches. Also ques
tion all suspects, victims and witnesses as to their 
observations concerning the operation condition 
of lights involved. 

7. Advise the Laboratory if any attempt has been or 
may have been made to turn on a damaged or 
broken lamp after the accident occurred. 
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H. PLASTIC 
Different types of plastics are used in a wide variety 
of modern products. Periodically such articles will be 
broken or otherwise become involved as evidence in 
various criminal investigations. 

1. Parking, turn indicato~, guide and taillight lenses 
on most motor vehicles are now made of plastic. 
When these are broken at accident, burglary or 
other scenes the fragments recovered will fre
quently serve to indicate a specific make, model 
or year of vehicle. This is generally possible be
cause different sizes, shapes, designs and color of 
such lenses are used by the various manufacturers 
on different year or models of vehicles. 

2. When fragments of lep.s plastic of adequate size 
are recovered, attempts should be made to have 
them identified by local auto dismantlers or new 
vehicle parts department personnel. When such 
plastic cannot be identified locally, it may be for
warded to the laboratory for additional study. 

3. When a suspect vehicle is, 'apprehended, which 
contains broken plastic, remove all portions of the 
unit remaining. If physical matching of broken 
edges on fragments from the two sources is possi
ble, a common origin will be conclusively estab
lished. In those cases where physical matching of 

fragments is not possible (usually due to loss of 
intervening fragments) analysis to determine the 
specific type of plastic can be carried out. The 
latter, however, usually have somewhat limited 
value since different manufacturers will common
ly use the same type of plastic on many different 
lenses. 

4. Various types and widths of plastic tape may be 
used to bind robbery victims, insulate electrical 
wire connections, or be employed for other pur
poses. When such plastic tape is recovered as evi
dence, it can be readily compared with either rolls 
or strips of tape in the possession of the suspect. In 
some cases it has also been possible to physically 
match together cut or torn ends on tape from two 
sources. 

5. Subjects who commit various types of crimes 
where they are apt to remain at the scene for an 
extended period will occasionally open cigarette 
packages and leave parts of torn plastic, foil or 
labels at the scene or in a vehicle. When such 
individuals are apprehended \\.'ithin a short period 
of time and still have the cigarette package in 
their possession, it is possible to physically fit to
gether the torn wrapper portions from the two 
sources. Such findings will establish that the sub
ject was at the crime scene. 

photo 21A Physical comparison of plastic recovered at fatal hit-run scene (marked with block dots) and broken tum indicator lens on suspect cor. Prior to 
apprehension of cor the pieces from Ihe scene indicated make and year of vehicle involved. 
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PHYSICAL EVIDENCE MANUAL 

6. Many other plastic studies have proven to be of 
significance in various investigations. Additional 
examples of the use of such evidence are the fol
lowing: 

a. A minute deposit of plastic in a scratch mark on 
the side of an automobile was proven to corre
spond with a plastic grip on the handlebar of a 
hit-run victim's motorcycle. 

b. A plastic purse of another accident victim was 
found to correspond with a trace smear of black 
plastic on an automobile fender. 

c. Plastic from a bomb which exploded after be
ing shipped by mail was identified as corre
sponding with wire insulation on eiectric 
blasting caps made by a specific manufacturer. 
The suspect in this case had such blasting caps 
in his possession. 

III ' I' " I ' III ' I; '" I ' I ' I ' I ' I 'I~ 'I' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I~ 
Photo 21 B Comporison of plostic tope on wires remaining in victim's car and on cut wires on stolen motor in auto theft case. 

~i+·;;·:·~· ,.". ;;.,: 
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Photo 21C Comparison of cut TV antenna wire on stolen set and wire from house of victim. 
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I. SOil 
The comparison of soil or dried mud samples on 
shoes or clothing of suspects with specimens secured 
in and about crime scenes is frequently of value in 
burglaries, sex offenses, homicides and other investi
gations. Periodically, soil samples will also fall from 
under vehicle fenders at hit-run scenes and compari
son \\lith specimens recovered from suspect vehicles 
may aid in placing the vehicle at the scene. Compari
son of samples in such investigations may prove use
ful but, to have real significance, usually necessitates 
employment of very careful evidence collection 
procedures and the securing of numerous samples. 
Naturally occurring soils consist of rock and mineral 
fragments, material such as clay, decomposed organ
ic matler, living organisms, chemicals and water. 
Samples secured from many areas may also contain 
debris resulting from human habitation or industrial 
operaHons. The latter type of debris, if sufficiently 
varied and unique, will often be of most value in 
individualizing a specimen. To permit proper 
evaluation of laboratory findings when only naturally 
occurring soil is present requires the study of suffi
cient samples to establish the normal distribution of 
soil of a particular type in and about the source of the 
specimen. 

1. Firmly Attached Soil Samples 

If the soil is firmly attached to some object, as in 
the case of dried mud on a shoe, do not remove it. 
Label the object and place it in a bag or some 
other appropriate container. Always completely 
seal the container so no loss of the specimen can 
occur. Be certain the sample is dry before packag
ing. 

2. loose Soil on Clothing 

If the soil is loose, for example, in a trouser cuff, 
shake it all out onto a clean piece of paper. Then, 
fold the paper several times to enclose the dried 
soil sample and place this in a plastic envelope or 
other container which can be sealed completely. 
Label such containers to show the source of the 
sample. 

3. Soil on Other Objects 

In the case of loose soil or mud on the street or in 
a building, pick up the soil and place the dried 
sample in a plastic bag, box or jar and seal and 
mark the container. Attempt to collect the soil 
without other contaminating material. In the case 
of hit-run cases, cakes of dried mud may fall to the 
payment or road shoulder from under a vehicle 
fender. In such cases, if contamination may have 
occurred, attempt to pick up the upper part of 
speci(Tlen only, leaving the contaminated under-

side. Also advise the laboratory concerning the 
possibility of contamination. 

4. Prevent Contamination 

Great care must be taken to prevent contamina
tion or loss of samples during shipment. Always 
place samples in serlied plastic or glass containers, 
if possible. Do not use paper envelopes as they 
invariably leak. If boxes are used, line them with 
clean paper and seal the box. 

5. Damp Soil 

Always dry out damp soil specimens or moist ob
jects containing soil or mud prior to packaging. 
When sealed in a container while damp, mold 
growth will occur and organic matter in the soil 
may decompose. Always seal a lid on ,<;Oil contain
ers to prevent loss of sample and place suitable 
markings on the outside of the container. 

6. Reference Specimens for Comparison 

a. Collect two to three ounce reference samples 
from the ,suspected source of the specimen in 
question. Also collect samples from many other 
locations in the vicinity of the crime scene so 
that the laboratory can determine how much 
variation there is in the soil in that area. In the 
case of a footprint in the ground at a residence 
burglary, collect reference specimens at sev
eral locations in the yard at the scene. Also 
obtain samples from adjoining property. In 
cases where comparisons of soil from rural 
areas are desired, collect specimens from vari
ous locations in the fields near the crime scene 
and also from adjoining farms or fields. 

b. An excellent method for securing useful refer
ence specimens in open areas is to first take one 
or more samples from the scene, footprint, tire 
print or other similar location. Then additional 
samples may be collected at distances of ap
proximately 10,50, and 100 feet in all four com
pass directions (where soil is present) from the 
original location. This gives a good picture of 
the soil conditions and variations in the crime 
scene area. (See Figure 1, next page.) 

c. If dried mud is present on a suspect's shoes or 
clothing, qustion him as to its source. Obtain 
soil samples from any alibi areas he may men
tion. 

d. Comparison samples must be representative. If 
soil on shoes appears to be from the surface 
where footprints are found, collect surface 
samples. "Any subsurface-collected specimens 
may be quite different." If the soil may be from 
an excavation of some type, collect numerous 
specimens at different depths and mark the 
depth at which each was recovered. 
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10 ft. 
50 ft. 
100 ft. 

PHYSICAL EVfDENCE MANUAL 

FIGURE 1 

Start at paint number 1 (footprint, tire impression, area of obvious scuffle, etc.) and obtain soil samples at each point, 1 through 13. Each sample should be 
numbered to cor!espond with the number on the diagram. Record a description of the physical location from where the soil sample was collected (e.g., ditch) 
and note any unusual conditions in the vicinity (e.g., close to petroleum tank). 
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e. If soil recovered at a hit-run scene may have 
dropped from the fender of the responsible ve
hicle, collect reference specimens from under 
each fender of the suspected vehicle. Keep 
each sample separate and label as to source. 
Normally, in such cases, only lumps of dried 
mud have much value. Fine silt from under the 
fenders of vehicles usually cannot be definitely 
connected with any specific automobile. In 
some cases, where a large lump of dried mud 
is found at an accident scene, it may contain a 
characteristic shape which can be compared 
either with mud remaining under a fender or 
irregularities in the fender of the responsible 
vehicle. 

f. In most soil comparison cases, numerous com
parison specimens are necessary. Normally the 
more samples that are collected, the more val· 
ue will be the comparisons conducted. 

Photo 22 Soil samples being removed from boots in preparation for further 
examinations. 

g. Collect comparison samples as soon after the 
crime is discovered as possible. If delays occur, 
the soil may be altered by cultivation or con
tamination and thus no satisfactory compari
sons can be made. 

7. Value of Soil Comparisons 

The laboratory conducts a variety of soil analyses 
to establish the similiarity or difference between 
the samples. If the soil is in any way unusual, the 
comparisons may have great value. In some cases 
where similar soil is present over a wide area, such 
as on a river levee or in the case of beach sand, the 
comparisons may have little value. Definite con
clusions ca!~not be reached unless complete stud
ies of many samples from the crime scene area are 
possible. 
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Photo 23 Soil comparison in density gradient columns. The left tubes con
tain specimens from two locations at a burglary scene. On the right are 
specimens from the suspect's shoes. Only the samples in ihe center tubes 
match. 
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J. TOOL MARKS 
Tool marks are encountered most frequently in bur
glary cases but may also be found in many other 
types of crime. The evidence consists of abrasions or 
impressions left by tools on objects at the crime scene 
and various types of tools found in the possession of 
suspects. In many cases it is possible to identify the 
specific tool which made the questioned marks by 
means of laboratory comparisons of tools and marked 
objects. In some instances it is also possible to prove 
that marks on tools were produced by objects which 
they contacted at crime scenes. In other cases it is 
possible to prove, by means of physical or other Com
parisons, that parts of tools left at crime scenes were 
broken from damaged tools found in the possession 
of suspects. 

1. Preservation and Packaging of Tools 

All areas on recovered tools which contain trans
ferred paint, bUilding materials or other contami
nation should be wrapped in plastic so that such 
substances will not be lost. After marking, tools 
should be wrapped or packaged to prevent the 
prying blades or cutting edges from contacting 
any other surface or object. Care should be taken 
that no tape is placed on the mark or questioned 
area of the tool when packaging. 

2. Make No Tests With Tools 

Attempts should never be made to fit tools into 
questioned marks or to make test marks prior to 
laboratory examination. If done, the questioned 
mark or the tool may be altered and this may 
make any laboratory examination valueless. In ad
dition, traces of transferred paint or other sub
stances on the tool may be lost or additional 
material may be transferred to the tool. 

3. Preservation of Tool Marks 

a. Whenever possible send the whole object con
taining tool marks to the laboratory instead of 
just removing the area containing the mark. 
This is important since, to make satisfactory 
test marks with the tool, it is necessary to deter-

Photo 24 Physical match of metal found in burglarized vending machine 
and broken end of one of the four tines on an ice breaker tool of a suspect. 
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mine the direction of motion and the vertical 
and horizontal angle at which the tool was held 
when the questioned mark was made. A St11ciy 
of all impressions and abrasions present on an 
object such as a door jamb or safe, will often 
indicate the method in which the tool was used 
much better than an examination of just a small 
section removed from the safe or other object. 

b. If it is impossible to submit the whole object to 
the laboratory, remove the tool mark itself. In 
such cases care should be taken to prevent any 
damage or alteration of the questioned mark. 
Always cut off sufficient surrounding material 
so that no damage will Occur. A photograph 
showing the original location of the mark and 
its relation to its environment should accompa
ny any removed marks. 

Photo 25 Comparison of tool abrasion mark on door lock (left) and test 
made on lead with suspect's wrench (right). 

c. While photographs of tool marks at crime 
scenes may have value in some investigations, 
they rarely have any value in identifying the 
particular tool used. The laboratory cannot ac
curately compare suspected tools with photo
graphs of tool marks, even when the exact 
magnification of the photographs is known. 
Photographs which show the whole object as 
well as the tool mark, however, are of value to 
indicate methods by which the marks were 
produced or the orientation of the tool. This 
information may assist in producing satisfac-
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tory test marks in the laboratory, therefore 
such photographs should be included. 

d. Mark the object containing tool marks in some 
area where the questioned impression or abra
sion will not be damaged. 

wire theft cases the laboratory cannot compare 
cut wires recovered at different crime scenes 
just to establish that the same tool (and there
fore the same suspect) was involved. A suspect
ed tool must be recovered first. 

e. Pack the object containing tool marks so that 
no alteration or damage will occur during ship
ment. Small objects may be placed in en
velopes or boxes while important areas on 
larger objects can be protected with plastic, 
paper or cardboard. Large objects may be 
packed in cartons or crates if not delivered in 
person. 

5. Examples of Value of Such Evidence 

4. Wire Theft 

a. Due to the value of scrap copper, thievery of 
copper .telephone and electric lines, whether in 
use or abandoned, has become a very frequent 
occurrence. In numerous cases of this type it is 
possible to identify bolt cutters, wire cutter 
pliers, diagonal cutters, pruning shears, and 
other tools recovered from suspects as being 
the specific tools employed in cutting wire 
ends left at the crime scene. 

b. Under the best circumstances, tool mark com
parisons on small wires are difficult. This is due 
to the fact that only a very short section of the 
cutter tool blades makes contact with the wire. 
It is therefore difficult and seldom possible to 
prove that two different wires were cut with 
the same tool unless the tool itself is available 
for study. In those cases where the responsible 
tool is obtained test markings can be made in 
the laboratory which will record the structure 
of all portions of the blade surfaces. In routine 
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While aU applications of tool mark evidence can
not be covered, a few illustrations may indicate its 
value as evidence. 
a. Hammers may often be identified as being the 

specific tools which made impressions on safes 
or other objects. 

b. Screwdriver scrape marks on lock boxes and 
other objects are often identifiable as having 
been made by tools found in the possession of 
suspects. It has also been possible to identify 
the tool used to remove metal screws at a crime 
scene. 

c. Pry bars and other similar tools can frequently 
be identified as having been used to produce 
marks on doors, window frames, safes and 
other objects. 

d. Knives have been identified as having made 
cuts on wood. 

e. Bolt cutters, pliers, tin snips and similar tools 
can often be identified as being the specific 
tools used to cut wires, lock hasps, metal bars, 
sheet metal, etc. 

f. Pipe wrenches can sometimes be identified as 
having been used to disconnect pipes or twist 
off other objects such as door knobs. 

g. Axes and hatchets can be compared with cut 
marks on wood. In several cases, tools have 
been identified as lethal weapons by compari
son with marks on the skulls of victims. 
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K. fiREARMS EVIDENCE 
Firearms are involved in an appreciable percentage 
of both major and minor crimes. The evidence in 
such cases is frequently very broad and investiga
tions of the weapons themselves, as well as the events 
which occurred, may be quite varied. The laboratory 
is able to assist in many phases of such investigations. 

1. Ballistics 

The word ballistics is frequently used incorrectly 
when reference is made to studies of weapons and 
cases involving firearms. Ballistics is the science 
that deals with the motion and flight of projectiles. 
Such studies are of importance in only a limited 
number of criminal investigations. The laboratory 
is capable of furnishing scientific aid in connection 
with some problems related to ballistics. Exam
pies are the establishment of the range, trajectory 
or penetration power of fired bullets, richochet 
pattern studies and the like. 

2. Weapon Functioning Tests 

Laboratory studies may be conducted to deter
mine trigger pull, operation of safety devices, al
teration or modification of weapons, alteration or 
damage which might make a weapon fire acciden
tally or be unsafe, general operating condition and 
related examinations. Whenever such studies are 
desired the weapon should not be test fired, disas
sembled or otherwise used, tested or altered prior 
to the time that it is submitted to the laboratory. 

Photo 26 Photograph taken through a comparison microscC'pe showing 
matching rifling markings on test and question .25 auto bullets. 

3. Firearms 

a. Never submit a loaded gun to the laboratory 
unless it is delivered in person. Unfired car
tridges may be left in the magazine provided 
the magazine is removed from the gun. A fire
arm with a cartridge in the chamber should 
never be shipped by any method, even if the 
weapon is not cocked or is on safety. 

b. Never clean the bore, chamber or cylinder 
before submitting a firearm and never attempt 
to fire the gun before it is examined in the 
laboratory. 

c. Never pick up a weapon by placing a pencil or 
other object in the end of the barrel. 

d. Record serial number, make and model of the 
weapon and mark it in some inconspicuous 
manner before sending it to the laboratory. 
The marking of many firearms is important 
since duplicate serial numbers are sometimes 
found on different guns of the same make and 
general type. Many guns can be marked on the 
frame by removing handgrips or butt plates. 

e. Place the weapon in a strong cardboard or 
wooden box well packed to prevent shifting of 
the gun in transit. 

f. Rifles or shotguns may be taken apart to make 
it easier to package and ship, but do not disas
semble more than necessary. 

g. If blood or other material of interest is present 
on the muzzle ofthe gun, place a small paper 
bag around the muzzle and seal it to the barrel 
with plastic tape to prevent loss of the sample 
during shipment. 

4. Bullets 

a. Never mark a bullet on or near the rifling 
markings on the bullet sides, even if they are 
not clearly defined. Certain examinations may 
not be possible if the base or nose is marked 
even though these are the preferred marking 
locations. If there is any question don't mark 
the bullet but seal it in a marked container. 

b. Wrap recove~ed bullets individually in tissue 
paper and seal in separate pill boxes or en
velopes. 

c. Submit all evidence bullets recovered to the 
laboratory. A conclusive identification may be 
possible on only one of several bullets recov
ered, even when they all appear to be in good 
condition. 

d. Do not attempt to clean recovered bullets 
before sending them to the laboratory, except 
in the case of bullets removed from a body. The 
latter may be washed off immediately in run
ning water and dried by blotting on a soft dry 
towel in those cases where the study of fiber 
and other evidence adhering to the bullet nose 
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is not of importance. 
e. Handle fired evidence bullets as little as possi

ble to prevent damage to the identification 
characteristics in the rifling markings or loss of 
material adhering to the bullets. Never use for
ceps or other tools to handle bullets. 

f. Wrap each bullet separately in tissue paper to 
prevent damage to the rifling markings by con
tact with other evidence. 

g. Place wrapped bullets in envelopes or pill 
boxes, label and seal the container. 

Photo 27 The proper packaging of bullets and cartridge cases includes 
wrapping of the item in soft tissue. 

5. Cartridge Cases 

a. Mark cartridge cases on the inside of the open 
end, if possible. Use initials or other character
istic marks which are kept as small as possible. 
Cases may be marked on the outside near the 
open end bQt care must be taken not to damage 
clip or other markings which may be present. 
Never mark on or near the primer end of the 
case. Again, if there is any question, seal the 
cartridge in a x:narked container. 

b. Fired shotgun shells may be marked either on 
the inside or the outside of the paper or plastic 
portion of the shell. 

c. Submit all evidence cartridge cases or shotgun 
shells recovered to the laboratory. Frequently 
some cases contain more identifying detail 
than do others. 

d. Do not attempt to clean recovered cartridge 
cases before submitting them to the laboratory. 

e. Wrap each cartridge case separately in tissue 
paper to prevent damage to breech block, fir
ing pin or other markings by contact with other 
cartridge cases. 

f. Place wrapped cartridge cases in envelopes or 
pill boxes, label and seal the container. 

6. Ammunition 

a. Always attempt to recover unused ammunition 
for comparison purposes when firearms are ob
tained as evidence. If not in the weapon itself, 
subjects often have additional ammunition in 
their car, clothing, house or at other locations. 
While the ·laboratory maintains an adequate 
supply of cartridges of all types for test pur
poses, some types are not always available. In 
addition, it may be important for test purposes 
to duplicate exactly the make, type and age of 
the ammunition used in the crime. Other am
munition in the possession of the suspect fre
quently is identical to that fired at the time of 
the crime. 

b. Unfired ammunition may be marked on the 
side of the cartridge case, near the bullet end. 

c. Ammunition may be compared to establish 
similarities in type and manufacture. It is some
times possible to show that a particular bullet 
or cartridge came from cartridges manufac
tured within a specific time period. 

d. In some instances it is possible to prove that 
hand loaded bullets had a common source or 
that the cartridges were reloaded with the 
same tools. 

7. Powder or Shot Pattern Tests 

a. Submit clothing and other material showing 
evidence of gunpowder residue or shot holes. If 
more than one item, wrap each one separately 
so as not to disturb or contaminate any residue. 
When information as to weapon distance at the 
time of the shooting is needed, photographs of 
powder patterns on clothing will not suffice 
since in most instances microscopic examina
tion, chemical testing and x-ray studies must be 
conducted on the exhibits themselves. When 
bullets have passed through garments and then 
into a human body, it is also desirable to have 
clear photographs of the bullet holes in the 
body available for study in addition to the gar
ments. Include a ruler in all photographs. 

Photo 28 Illustrates the muzzle discharge residue left on a victim's outer 

gorment as a consequence of a close range firearms discharge. 
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Photo 29 Comporison of reloading equipment die marks on two cartridges. 
Hold·up victim was shot and killed with his own revolver. Suspect stole the 
weapon and ammunilition. The weapon was never located but cartridges 
were later found in the suspec:t's possession. These were compared, as 

illustrated, with other reloaded cartridges belonging to the victim. 

Photo 30 Comparison of firing pin marks on iest and questioned .22 
calibre cartridge case. 

b. For gunpowder or shot pattern tests to have 
significance, it is essential to obtain ammuni
tion identical in make, type and age to that 
used in the crime. This duplicate ammunition 
is necessary for test firing in the weapon in 
question to determine the distance of the 
muzzle of the weapon from the victim or 
other object at the time the questioned bullet 
was fired. 

8. Dermal Nitrate Tests 

Many research studies conducted by branch 
criminalistics laboratories, as well as other 
laboratories, have established that dermal nitrate 
and parraffin cast techniques are worthless to 
determine whether or not an individual has fired 
a weapon. For this reason criminalists of ISB will 
neither make such casts nor conduct chemical 
tests on casts made by others for either court or 
investigative purposes. This does not, however, 
imply that careful visual examinations or other 
studies of un washed hands of individuals suspect
ed of having fired weapons should be over
looked. 

9. Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) 

u. Extensive NAA studies have been conducted 
of swabbings made on the hands of individuals 
who have fired various weapons, as well as on 
control subjects. At present, however, this 
analysis will not, in most instances, conclusive
ly establish whether or not an individual has 
fired a gun. 

b. The laboratory is equipped to assist any 
agency in obtaining the proper samples from 
the hands of a shooting suspect in cases involv~ 
ing firearm residue. 

c. Requests for such assistance should be made 
directly to the laboratory for evaluation. 

d. The requesting agency should exercise every 
precaution to protect the hands of subjects 
from contamination. Paper bags taped over 
the hands of a "suicide" victim prior to move
ment is one example of a suitable precaution. 
Rapid processing of the hands of live subjects 
is another. 

e. For proper procedures in collecting and sub
mitting samples for gunshot residue analysis, 
request Physical Evidence Bulletin 15/77, 
from the laboratory. 

f. The laboratory will not, for scientific reasons, 
assist in collecting samples from subjects that 
have washed or if over 4 hours have elapsed 
from the time of shooting. 

10. Trace Metal Detection 

a. In some cases it is possible to demonstrate that 
a person has recently held a gun in his hand. 
This procedure requires the spraying of the 
hands with a chemical that reacts with the 
metals of the weapon. The hand is then exam
ined and photographed in ultraviolet light. 

b. The laboratory is equipped to conduct the 
trace metal detection procedure for an 
agency upon request. 

c. Requests for such assistance should be made 
to the laboratory for evaluation. 

d. The requesting agency should exercise every 
precaution to protect the subject's hands. The 
subject should not be allowed to wash or han
dle metallic objects. 

e. For more details, request Physical Evidence 
Bulletin 14/77 from the laboratory. 

11. Firearm Investigations 

The laboratory can furnish aid in many firearms 
investigations other than those mentioned 
above. Such work may involve studies of wounds, 
direction of bullet paths in bodies, sequence and 
direction of shots fired through glass and other 
materials, identification of homemade cartridge 
components and many other related examina
tions. 
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L. SERIAL NUMBER RESTORATION 
The eradication of serial number or other manufac
turers' markings is frequently carried out to conceal 
other crimes such as theft. It is also done to prevent 
tracing ownership of an article. Obliterated or 
defaced numbers, letters or other stamped markings 
on metal can usually be made legible by means of 
various laboratory procedures. 
1. Attempts should never be made to restore mark

ings. If restoration attempts have previously been 
carried out by others, the laboratory will not make 
further attempts at restoration. The reason for this 
is that the first surface preparation normally 
removes metal which contains the latent impres
sions. 

2. Weapons 

a. Attempts will be made to restore obliterated or 
defaced serial numbers or other manufactur
ers' markings on all types of firearms. 

b. If restoration procedures are successful on pis
tols and revolvers, the serial number will be 
automatically checked against the Bureau of 
Identification firearm registration file for out
standing want or stolen reports. 

c. If the files show no record concerning a res
tored number, this same number, preceded by 
the letters "CIr", will be res tamped on the 
weapon if this has been requested by the sub
mitting agency. Whenever restamping of res
tored numbers is requested the Laboratory 
must be advised of the name and address of the 
person or agency to whom the firearm is to be 
registered. 

• . -. ~ 
Photo 31 Restoration of the last four serial numbers which had been filed 
off on a 30.06 rifle. Restoration by meons of acid etching. 

d. When number restorations are unsuccessful a 
new serial' number, preceded by the letters 
"crr", can be assigned if such a request is made 
by the submitting agency. In such cases the 
name and address of the person or agency to 
whom the firearm is to be registered must be 
furnished. 

e. Serial numbers will not be assigned or stamped 
on rifles and shotguns which did not originally 
bear a serial number stamped by the manufac
turer. 

3. Merchandise 

a. Attempts will made to restore or make legible 
serial number, manufacturer or other distin
guishing markings on merchandise having such 
markings. 

b. Such work is conducted only for the purpose of 
aiding in identification of the merchandise. 

c. The Laboratory has no authority to assign num
bers or restamp numbers on merchandise. 

d. When restorations are necessary on heavy or 
bulky objects, such as pianos and motorcycles, 
the laboratory should be contacted by tele
phone prior to delivery of the exhibit. The sub
mitting agency will, be responsible for 
delivering and retrieving such items. Labora
tory facilities will not permit storage of such 
items for more than 15 days. Unless special ar
rangements have been made, they will be re
turned and shipping charges collected after 
that period, unless special arrangements have 
been made. 

Photo 32 Restoration of an obliterated serial number on a .45 automatic 
pistol. Restoration by means of Magnaflux technique. 
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M. FIRE INVESTIGATION AND FLAMMABLE FLUIDS 
The types of evidence which may be encountered in 
a fire investigation are potentially as broad as in any 
other type of criminal case. The recovery and inter
pretation of physical evidence in this type of case, 
however, is frequently complicated due to partial or 
complete destruction produced by the fire. In the 
case of large structural fires, exhibits of importance 
may be covered by debris and therefore be difficult 
to locate. Firefighting operations, including forcible 
entry, hose stream damage, ventilation and mop-up, 
also may cause evidence destruction, affect burn pat
terns or otherwise alter the scene. 

1. Special Procedures Applicable to Fire Investigations 

a. Limit mop-up after the fire is suppressed until 
a search for all possible physical evidence can 
be conducted. This is important since normal 

--fire department procedures employed after 
fire suppression may cause loss of evidence 
when positions of furniture and other items are 
altered or material is removed from the scene. 

b. Firefighters observing evidentiary material 
should be instructed to leave it alone until it 
can be examined and secured by an ex
perienced fire investigator. 

c. As in all investigations, the search for evidence 
in fire cases should be conducted systematically 
and completely. The search should extend 
throughout the whole area or building in
volved. Fire sets, which did not ignite or which 
failed to continue burning, may be present in 
unburned areas. 

d. Attempts should always be made to reexamine 
scenes of large fires during daylight hours and 
after heat and burn odors have been allowed to 
dissipate. Far more can be observed under 
natural illumination than at night, even when 
excellent floodlights are available. Further, 
smoke and fumes may make the human nose 
incapable of detecting odors from small quanti
ties of volatile fluids. 

e. As part of any fire investigation, all early arriv
ing firefighters, as well as other persons at he 
fire scene, should be questioned as to any 
unusual observations which they might have 
made. This may assist in locating the point of 
origin of the fire, establish window and door 
conditions, indicate unusual flame or smoke 
colors and quantity, or supply other useful in
formation. 

2. The Search for Flammable Fluid at Fire Scenes 

a. Petroleum products and other flammable 
fluids are one of the most common types of 
materials employed in arson cases involving 
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structures. 
b. Even though alcohol, gasoline, stove oil, paint 

thinners, solvents and other similar fluids are 
highly volatile and flammable, they frequently 
do not burn completely. Identifiable residues 
of such fluids can therefore be recovered in 
many cases even when large fires have oc
curred. 

c. The fire triangle illustrates the requirements 
which must be met if any fire is to occur. If one 

of the three essentials is 
absent or consumed by 
the burning, the fire will 
be extinguished. Thus 
when the flammable 
fluids soak into uphols
tery, rugs and other fab-

Heat rics; plaster or wallboard; 
flow through floor cracks 
into underlying soil; seep 
under molding and into 

. wood at the base of walls; or collect at other 
locations, there will often be insufficient oxy
gen present to support continued combustion. 
Residue of the volatile fluid employed may 
therefore, remain, which can be later recov
ered and identified. 

d. While the establishment of the point of origin 
of a fire is important, the most complete com
bustion may occur at this particular location 
and no flammable fluid residues remain. Once 
the point of origin is determined, therefore, 
emphasis should be placed upon a search of this 
general area for materials which are "sponge
like" (such as fabric, wall board or soil) where 
lack of oxygen may have prevented complete 
combustion of the flammable fluid. 

e. The search for flammable fluids should be con
ducted as soon as feasible since many highly 
volatile fluids will eventually be lost through 
evaporation. Fortunately, the use of water in 
fire control assists in slowing the loss of volatile 
fluids by cooling, covering and insulating 
materials into which the flammable substances 
have soaked. 

f. The oetection of the most concentrated depos
its of many volatile fluids, such as gasoline, by 
odor may become difficult if much of the fluid 
is present. This is due to the fact that the hu
man nose loses its sensitivity to many odors if 
exposed to large quantities over a period of 
time. Trace amounts of volatile fluid odors may 
also be masked by other odors at fire scenes. 
This is particularly true in the case of those 
produced by burned plastic and rubber. 
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g. It is important to realize that many flammable 
fluids have little or no odor. Included are such 
substances as some alcohols, deodorized kero
sene, charcoal lighters, etc. 

h. The search for traces of flammable fluid may be 
facilitated by use of a highly sensitive combusti
ble vapor detector. The laboratory has such a 
device and, upon request, will furnish aid in 
locating traces of flammable fluid at fire scenes. 

3. Flammable Fluid Evidence Recovery 

a. Samples of volatile fluids found in open jars or 
cans should be poured into clean metal or glass 
containers, The container employed should 
then be sealed completely to prevent any loss 
of fluid. 

b. When glass or plastic containers or cans are 
found at fire scenes which contain just an odor 
or trace of fluid, seal the container immediate
ly. Where stoppers or jar lids are not available, 
use aluminum foil and tape. Samples of large 
amounts of fluid should be removed and placed 
in some other container as mentioned above 
but this is difficult or impossible to do when 
only odors or traces remain. Even when con
tainers appear empty, vapors present may be 
identifiable if the container has not been 
burned by the fire. Traces of such fluids may 
also remain when water from firefighting oper
ations has entered the container. 

c: New clean paint cans'are the best storage con
tainers for recovered material suspected of 
containing flammable fluids. They have lids 
which may be readily sealed, are not liable to 
breakage and prevent loss of volatile fluids and 
vapors. Such cans are available from many 
paint and hardware stores at low cost. Storage 
of empty paint cans requires only limited space 
since cans of pint, quart and gallon size can be 
nested. Paint cans of these sizes should be 
stored at locations where they will be readily 
available for use by all fire departments and 
fire investigators. 

d. Glass jars can be used for flammable fluids if 
they contain lids which can be tightly sealed. 
Such containers, however, are breakable and 
thus more difficult to ship. Mason or other jars 
which have rubber seals on the lids should be 
avoided since many fluids will soften or dis
solve such seals and permit leakage and loss of 
contents. 

e. Plastic wrapping when used as jar covers or as 
a sealant to protect large pieces of wood will 
not prevent the loss of volatile fluids or vapors. 
Exhibits suspected of containing such materials 
ShOllld therefore never be stored in plastic con
tainers or plastic wrapping used as a sealant. 
Likewise, waxed containers are not satisfactory 
for such exhibits. Aluminum foil can be used in 
those situations where fluids or debris cannot 
be sealed in the recommended type paint can. 

f. Attempt to match the container size to the 
sample size. The less air space remaining after 
the sample is added to the container, the bet
ter. 

g. When specimens believed to contain small 
amounts of flammable fluid are not obviously 
damp with water, it is preferable to add a small 
amount of water to the container on top of the 
specimen. This tends to retard evaporation. 

h. Identification of trace amounts of fluid in sam
ples recovered frequently requires distillation 
procedures. This means that specimens must 
be cut up into relatively small pieces which will 
fit into glass distillation flasks. For this reason it 
is normally desirable that the investigator saw 
or chop large exh.ibits at the time of evidence 
recovery and place small pieces in containers. 
This usually is a superior and easier method 
than attempting to deliver large sections of 
wood, carpets and similar exhibits to the labo
ratory even when the latter can be done rapid
ly and little loss of fluids is likely to occur. 

i. Mark All Containers-Include name of person 
recovering the exhibit, date, time and location 
of recovery. 

j. Follow postal or other carrier regulations when 
shipping evidence containing flammable 
fluids. 

k. Telephone the laboratory for instructions prior 
to personal delivery of large quantities of flam
mable fluids. 

4. Flammable Fluid Analyses 

Photo 34 Unused metal point cons are ideal containers for preserving 

volatile fire accelerant material. 
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a. Even when present in minute amounts or as 
residues from which the more volatile fractions 
have been lost, it is frequently possible to iden
tify the original fluid employed. 

b. Advise the laboratory of any odors noted at the 
fire scene or other evidence available which 
suggests that specific fluids were employed. 
This may save considerable time which might 
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otherwise be required if complete analyses for 
all types of volatile substances were necessary. 

c. Comparisons are sometimes possible between 
residues recovered at the scene and samples of 
volatile fluids obtained from suspects. In some 
instances it is likewise possible to indicate com
mon origin of different flammable fluid speci
mens recovered in gasoline theft and other 
investigations as well as in arson cases. This 
type of study may be very complex and will 
usually require special sample recovery proce
dures. For this reason the laboratory should al
ways be contacted by telephone for special 
instructions when this type of study is neces
sary. This will insure that all necessary standard 
and control samples are properly secured. 

. . . 
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Photo 35 Comporison of tom end of burned match (lower right) found at 
anon scene and layer of paper matches from folder in suspect's pocket. 

5. Other Arson Evidence 

a. Mechanical, electrical or other fire ignition de
vices may be identified as to their nature and 
operation even if burned in a fire. All parts of 
such devices should be searched for and recov
ered, It may also be possible to compare the 
recovered evidence with similar material 
found in the possession of a suspect. 

b. Residues from fusee and other chemical ignit
ers or fuels are usually identifiable. 

c. Candle wax can be identified as to type and 
compared with candles or wax deposits on 
clothing or other objects found in the posses
sion of suspects. 

d, All other types of evidence covered in this 
manual may also be involved in fire investiga
tion cases. 

Photo 36 In an anon case sections of 16 consecutive pages of a newspaper 
were found between two plastic bottles of gasoline in an attic. Holes had 
been cut in the papers to support a candle. The photograph illustrates one 
of the papers found'in the fire set with another small paper. which was found 
in a waste basket in the suspect's home. inserted into the hole. 
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N. EXPLOSIONS AND BOMBS 
The use of explosives in criminal activities has in
creased materially in recent years. This has resulted 
in evidence such as hand-thrown explosives and fire 
bombs as well as unexploded bombs and related de
vices frequently coming to the attention of law en
forcement agencies. Investigations of explosions 
which have already Qccurred are likewise periodical
ly necessary. The latter may range from minor mali
cious damage to a locker or personal mail box to 
major damage in a large building. In all such cases it 
is possible that individuals may be killed, or at least 
lives endangered. The evidence involved in such 
crimes is somewhat different than in most other of
fenses due to the danger of unexploded devices and 
the limited amount of evidence remaining after 
many of them explode. Alcohol, Tax, Tobacco and 
Firearms offers extensive scene investigation and 
laboratory services with respect to bombings. Conse
quently you should consider contacting them in re
gards to a bombing before contacting the State 
Department of Justice. The Department of Justice 
Regional Laboratories will render assistance when
ever possible in such cases but certain restrictions on 
handling of the evidence are necessary. IN NO CASE 
should unexploded bombs or explosives be either 
delivered or shipped to the laboratories since they 
are located in public buildings. Likewise, federal and 
state laws restrict the transportation of such materi
als. IN ALL INSTANCES telephone the laboratory 
for instructions prior to attempting to ship or deliver 
any dangerous materials. 

1. Cases Where Explosions Have Occurred 

a. Explosion Scenes 
(1) Limit access to area to as few individuals as 

possible. 
(2) Photograph exterior and interior of all 

damaged areas completely. 
(3) Search for all possible bomb parts, fuses, 

residue deposits; photograph these prior to 
removal. 

(4) Request assistance of a criminalist from ei
ther ISB or a local law enforcement labora
tory. While only a few criminalists are 
explosive experts, they frequently can fur
nish useful aid in investigations conducted 
at explosion scenes. Unless much of the ex
plosive device employed remains after the 
explosion and can be recovered, the great
est information is usually obtained from 
the crime scene examination rather than 
study of residues alone. 

(5) Consult with military or civilian explosives 
experts if available. It must be realized, 
however, that many such experts have spe-

cialized knowledge concerning only spe
cific types of explosives with which they 
regularly work. 

b. Evidence Recovery 
(1) Make certain that no attempt is made to 

remove or recover exhibits which may still 
be dangerous to life until they have been 
examined by a competent expert. 

(2) Criminalists will NOT conduct crime 
scene examinations of unexploded bombs 
and related devices. 

(3) Nondangerous bomb par-ts, electrical deto
nator, fuse and residue deposits located 
should always be photographed as found 
prior to removal. Each item recovered 
should also be placed in a separate contain
er and marked as to the exact location 
where it was found. 

(4) Contact the laboratory by telephone if aid 
is desired in any phase of the evidence re
covery. 

c. Laboratory Examinations 
(1) Ship evidence to the laboratory ONLY ifit 

is KNOWN to be safe. If any doubt exists 
telephone the laboratory prior to shipping 
or delivering exhibits. 

(2) ALWAYS include a complete report of all 
investigative findings which relate to the 
explosion or residues obtained. 

(3 ) ALWAYS include copies of all photographs 
taken at the scene. 

(4) The laboratory will attempt to identify any 
devices or residue recovered. Many mili
tary as well as commercial explosives, 
however, cannot be specifically identified 
from the residues remaining after an ex
plosion_ 

2. Unexploded Bombs and Commercial Explosives 

a. The criminalistics laboratories DO NOT con
duct field examinations on unexploded bombs 
nor do they deactivate bombs. 

b. DO NOT ship or deliver any dangerous qhemi
cals, powders, explosives or bombs to the 
laboratories. 

c. Aid in deactivation may be available through 
local military explosives specialists. If none are 
available contact the laboratories by telephone. 

d. Deaclivated bombs or explosives will be exam
ined but always contact the laboratories by tel
ephone for instructions prior to shipping or 
personally delivering such materials. 

e. Bomb parts, tool marks, or other deposits 
thereon, chemical residues, fuses and other 
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materials may be identified as to source or they 
may be compared with related materials recov
ered in the possession of suspects. 

3. Fire Bombs 

u. A variety of fire bombs are available or can be 
readily made by many students, activists or 
other individuals. The most common type is 
the "Molotov cocktail". This usually contains 
gasoline or gasoline mixed with other materi
als. They may be ignited with a burning wick 

Photo 37 Dynomite chorge containing electric fuse wired to light switch in 
automobile of intended victim. Charge originally placed under seat but was 
detected and removed by the victim. 

b. When unused fire bombs are recovered and 
laboratory study is desired, contact the 
laboratories by telephone prior to making 
delivery of the evidence. In no case may such 
devices be shipped. 

c. Residue remaining after a fire bomb has 
burned out may be either shipped or delivered 
personally to the laboratories. When this is 
done it is important to make certain that all 
flammable fluids have been removed and 
sealed in a metal container. When such materi
als are to be shipped, follow postal or other 
carrier requirements. Even when personally 
delivered, safety precautions should be taken 
to prevent injury to both the individual deliv
ering the material and all other persons. 

Photo 38 Electric blasting cap inserted in dynamite charge shown in Photo 
37 was connected to a light .witch wire in the vehicle. This illustrates the 
comparison of cut insulation on the switch wire from the car with another 
section of wire found in the poneuion of a suspect. 

Photo 38A f.1ectrical tape end from roll of suspect and end of tape founc.l wrapped around detonator wires on bomb. 
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o. CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES 
Controlled substances for the purposes of this man
ual are prohibited drugs and narcotics covered by 
the Health and Safety Code. Controlled substances 
analysis is offered by each Department of Justice 
Laboratory. 

1. Sampling 
a. Only items for examination should be included 

in the evidence package. No money or identifi
cation should be included in the package sub
mitted, nor should paraphernalia unless its 
analysis is essential to the case. Also, weapons 
should not be included unless an examination is 
desired. 

b. Drugs for examination should be randomly 
sampled and only the sample submitted to the 
laboratory i.e., 5 kilos of suspected marijuana 
submitted from a total seizure of several hun
dred. Sampling should never be below the ba
sic packaging unit i.e., samples should not be 
taken from a kilo, dime bag, piece, etc., the 
entire basic package should be submitted. 

2. Packaging 
a. Items for examination should be independently 

packaged and marked and the outer container 
for the group of items should be sealed in order 
to protect chain of custody. 

b. When paraphernalia is submitted for analysis 
care should be taken in its packaging i.e., 

needles should always be capped or guarded to 
prevent accidental injury to the criminalist. 

c. Fresh plant material should not be packaged in 
plastic bags in order to prevent molding. 

3. Submission Forms-Contact the laboratory for in
structions. 

a. The Controlled Substances Evidence Envelope 
(ISB-17) is available for use by the agencies. All 
pertinent information should be furnished. 

b. If the case is comprised of five items or less the 
Controlled Substances Evidence Report (ISB
IS) must accompany the evidence. The form is 
to be attached to the outside of the container 
and should be completed as to all the informa
tion required. 

c. If the case is comprised of over five items the 
regular evidence submission form (ISB-4) 
should be used instead of the ISB-lS. Physical 
Evidence Bulletin 25/77 on Controlled Sub
stances is available from the DOJ laboratories. 

4. Clandestine laboratories 
If seizure of a clandestine drug laboratory is planned, 
criminalists from the regional laboratories are avail
able and should be consulted as to hazardous chemi
cal handling, possible nature of the drug being 
synthesized and particular chemicals which are of 
evidentiary value. Physical Evidence Bulletin 26/77 
on clandestine laboratories is available from the DOJ 
laboratories. 

Photo 39 Samples of marijuana being token for testing purposes 
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P. BLOOD ALCOHOL 
The Blood Alcohol concentration of individuals is of 
importance to law enforcement officers. It has a di
rect bearing on the individual's ability to drive an 
automobile. When the amount of alcohol present is 
sufficient to impair vision, decrease reaction time 
and effect muscular coordination it can be concluded 
that the individual is under the influence of alcohol. 
Blood, breath, or urine samples can be collected for 
the determination of an individual's blood alcohol 
level. 

1. Legal Implications. The collecting, handling 
and analysis of samples taken for the purpose of 
blood alcohol determination is regulated by the 
California Administrative Code, Title 17, Public 
Health. 

2. Blood Collection. Blood samples shall be col
lected by venipuncture from living individuals 
as soon as feasible after an alleged offense and 
only by persons authorized by Section 13354 of 
the Vehicle Code. Sufficient blood shall be col
lected to permit duplicate determinations. 
(a) Disinfectant. Alcohol or other volatile or

ganic disinfectant shall not be used to clean 
the skin where a specimen is to be collect
ed. Aqueous benzalkonium chloride (ze
phiran), aqueous merthiolate, or other 
suitable aqueous disinfectant shall be used. 

(b) Equipment for Collection of Blood Sam
ples. 
(1) Sterile, dry hypodermic :J.eedles and 

syringes shall be used. Reusable equip
ment, if used, shall not be cleaned or 
kept in alcohol or other volatile organ
ic solvent. 

(2) The blood sample shall be deposited 
into a clean, dry container which is 
closed with an inert stopper. Alcohol 
or other volatile organic solvent shall 
not be used to clean the container. The 
blood shall be mixed with an an
ticoagulant and a preservative. 

(c) Post-mortem Collection. All practical 
precautions to insure ali uncontaminated 
sample must be employed, such as: 
(1) Samples shall be obtained prior to the 

start of any embalming procedure. 
Blood samples shall not be collected 
from the circulatory system effluent 
during arterial injection of embalming 
fluid. 

(2) Care shall be taken to avoid contami
nation by alcohol from the gastrointes
tinal tract directly or by diffusion 

therefrom. The sample shall be taken 
from a major vein or heart. 

3. Urine Collection. The only approved urine 
sample shall be a sample collected no sooner 
than twenty minutes after first voiding the blad
der. The specimen shall be deposited in a clean, 
dry container which also contains a preserva
tive. 

4. Breath Collection. A breath sample shall be 
expired breath which is essentially alveolar in 
composition. The quantity of the breath sample 
shall be established bv direct volumetric meas
urement. The breath' sample shall be collected 
only after the subject has been under continu
ous observation for at least fifteen minutes prior 
to collection of the breath sample, during which 
time the subject must not have ingested al
coholic beverages or other fluids, vomited, eat
en, or smoked. 

5. Interpretation of Blood Alcohol Levels. For 
the past forty years scientists have been formal
ly studying the correlation of blood alcohol lev
els to driving impairments. Literally thousands 
of people have been included in these studies 
on motor vehicle accidents, laboratory findings, 
driving tests, etc. This has established a firm 
basis for correlating blood alcohol levels to driv
ing impairment. Criminalists in the State Labo
ratory System are prepared to testify regarding 
these correlations. 

Photo 40 Blood olcohol chart illustrating degrees of impairment and blood 
alcohol level. 
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Q. DRIVING WITH DRUGS COWO) 
The California Department of Justice maintains an 
analytical capability for determining the occurrence 
of drugs in samples of blood and urine taken from 
impaired drivers. Samples of blood and urine submit
ted to this program, and especially those where a 
blood alcohol content is low or not present, can be 
analyzed for drug analysis. Samples for analysis 
should be selected based upon a request originating 
with the prosecuting agency in cases relating to im
paired driving only. 

Photo 41 Low levels of drugs in body lIuids ore isolated by chemical 
extraction from blood and urine. 

1. Submitting Samples 

When samples of blood or urine are submitted for 
drug analysis, any reference made to the discov
ery of solid dosage drugs in possession of the 
driver as reported in the arrest record should be 
cited. This will greatly simplify the analysis time 
as it focuses the laboratory work on a specific sub
stance and avoids the necessity of searching 
through an entire class. At least ten milliliters (ap
proximately lh, oz.) of blood and at least 20 millilit
ers (approximately % oz.) of urine are required 
for drug analysis. 

2. Drugs Detected 

Department of Justice Criminalists will provide 
drug analysis from submitting agencies statewide. 
While the DWD program endeavors to identify a 
number of drugs including common tranquilizers, 
not every drug in existence will lend itself to ana
lytical procedures. 
For a detailed listing of drugs that can be assayed 
in this program, see Physical Evidence J:'ulletin 
8/77 available from DOJ laboratories. 

3. Gas Chromatograph/Mass Spectrometer 

Analysis for drugs in the blood or urine of im
paired drivers can require complex laboratory 
procedures culminating in instrumental analysis. 
In such instances, the gas chromatograph/mass 
spectrometer can be m:ed either to detect exceed
ingly low levels of drugs in human fluids or to 
confirm suspected drugs whose presence is in
dicated by other techniques. 

Photo 42 The gas chromat09raph/mass spectrometer system availablfl to 
the DWD program and selected samples from the crime lab system. 

4. Program Function and Courtroom Testimony 

The DWD program is centralized in the Sacra
mento Regional Lab?ratory for the purpose of 
providing an efficient response and complete 
analysis to the variety of samples submitted. Re
quests for drug analysis will originate through 
various regional and satellite laboratories normal
ly serving the requesting agency. Department of 
Justice criminalists will provide analysis for those 
drugs that can be determined in either blood or 
urine by procedures currently available. Court
room testimony is limited to the actual analysis 
only and may not include an interpretation of how 
the detected drug, whether alone or in concert 
with .other substances present in blood or urine, 
impairs the driving ability of the subject. Submit
ting agencies are advised that this type of testimo
ny is best prOvided by local doctors or clinicians 
professionally established in various localities 
throughout the state. Questions concerning DWD 
analysis should be directed to the regionallabora
tory nearest the requesting agency. 
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VIII. LATENT PRINT SECTION 
In many instances, an entire prosecution case will 
rest on a positive latent print identification. Without 
print identifications, many criminal cases would nev
er reach the prosecution level. The Latent Print Sec. 
tion is staffed by experienced latent print analysts 
having substantial backgrounds in the identification 
fieid. All are qualified to appear in court and provide 
expert testimony in matters of latent print examina
tions. In addition, latent print analysts may provide 
field assistance in the investigation of major cases or 
where trained identification officers are not avail
able to the local agency as per the guidelines in Sec
tion XIII of the manual. 

A. Latent print examinations and comparisons are 
conducted by latent print analysts, not by crimi
nalists. For this reason all packages containing 
only such evidence which are shipped to the 
Branch should be marked Attention: Latent Print 
Section. . 

B. Marking of latent Print Evidence 

1. All evidence should be marked in some distinc
tive manner, as is the case with any other type 
of physical evidence. 

Photo 43 Latent Print Examiner processing the inside of an automobile for 
the presence of fingerprints. 

2. Lifted, developed latent imprints should also 
be marked or sealed in marked envelopes. 

3. When photographs are taken of developed la
tent impressions, some type of identifying 
mark should be placed near the print and this 
mark should also be photographed so that it 
will show on the negative. If a 1:1 fingerprint 
camera is not used, a ruler or some other item 
should be included in the photograph to show 
the amount of magnification. 

C. Preservation of latent Print Evidence 

1. In all cases it is of the utmost importance to 
prevent contamination of physical evidence by 
subsequent handling which can cause destruc
tion of those prints already present. 

2. Most fingerprints submitted will be on paper, 
glass, metal or other smooth surfaced objects. 
When articles which may contain latent finger
prints must be picked up, they should always 
be touched as little as possible, and then only 
in areas least likely to contain identifiable la
tent imprints, such as where the surface is very 
rough. 

Photo MA Latent prints on paper being sprayed with ninhydrin solution. 

Photo MB Latent prints being visualized on paper after being sprayed 
with ninhydrin. 
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prints can be placed on black or white cards for 
contrast or on transparent backing material. 

3. While gloves or a handkerchief may be used to 
pick up items of evidence, any unnecessary 
contact should be avoided. Although this 
method of handling exhibits will prevent leav
ing additional prints on the articles, the gloves 
or cloth used may destroy prints originally 
present unless great care is exercised. 

D. Comparison Prints 

4. Large articles containing latent impressions 
such as glass, metal articles and firearms should 
be placed on wood or heavy cardboard and 
fastened down tirmly with string or wire to 
prevent shifting and contact with other objects 
in transit. Where such evidence is to be submit
ted frequently, a peg board should be obtained 
on which wooden pegs can be moved as 
desired to surround exhibits and keep them 
from moving. Bottles and glasses can be placed 
vertically on a board and placed in the bottom 
of a box. The base of the bottle or glass can be 
surrounded with nails to hold it in place and 
the mouth can be either inserted through a 
hole in a piece of cardboard or held in position 
with a wooden board nailed to the lid of the 
container. 

5. Papers anp. documents containing latent prints 
should be placed individually in manila en
velopes or plastic containers. Such containers 
can be placed between two sheets of stiff card
board and wrapped or placed in a box for mail
ing. 

6. If the object containing the fingerprints cannot 
be removed or submitted to the Department, 
dust the prints with suitable developing pow
ders and lift with latent print lifters. Lifted 

INKED 
FINGERPRINT 

1. If any suspects are known to the investigator, 
submit clear rolled fingerprints and palm im
pressions of such individuals. If these cannot be 
obtained, advise the Department of the full 
name ClI or booking number if possible and 
the description of the suspect. Although a file 
of palm impressions is not maintained in the 
Department, this information will permit a 
search of the Department files for a fingerprint 
record of the suspect. If his fingerprints are on 
file they can be used for preliminary compari
sons with any latent imprints developed. 

2. Submit fingerprint cards of any other individu
als who may legitimately have handled the ob
jects to be examined, either before or after the 
crime was committed. Include fingerprint 
cards of any investigators who may have acci
dentally touched the exhibits. This will permit 
the rapid elimination of any latent impressions 
found which were made by such individuals. 

3. Advise the Department of all modus operandi 
information available and include a copy of the 
crime report. In some cases, where such data is 
included, a search of the Department files will 
reveal the names and fingerprint cards of pos
sible suspects who have previously been in
volved in similar crimes and who use the same 
method of operation. When this is possible, the 
fingerprints of such persons can be immediate
ly compared with the developed latent prints. 

LATENT 
FINGERPRINT 

Pholo 45 Some common points of comporison between 0 lolenl fingerprinl ond 0 lesl print from 0 suspect. 
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IX. QUESTIONED DOCUMENTS 
A. Services Available 

All examinations involving questioned documents 
submitted to the Branch are conducted by ques
tioned document examiners. These individuals 
are prepared to conduct examinations concerning 
any question which may arise in a criminal inves
tigation in regard to the authenticity of a docu
ment or the materials used in the preparation 
thereof. All such experts are fully qualified by 
training and experience to conduct examinations 
of such evidence and have qualified and testified 
as expert witnesses in this field on numerous occa
sions. 

B. Questicned Material to be Submitted 

All questioned documents involved in a particular 
investigation should be submitted for examina
tion. This is important since questioned docu
ments are identified by a combination of 
identifiable characteristics plus an absence of di
vergencies or dissimilarities. In order to make an 
identification, sufficient handwriting, typewriting 
or other evidence must be available upon which 
to base an opinion. This means that all questioned 
material is needed as well as sufficient exemplar 
or known specimens. 

C. Originals vs Copies 

If at all possible submit the original documents, 
questioned and known, for examination. Photo
graphs, Xerox, carbon and other copies are usually 
less than adequate for this type of examination. 
Under some circumstances documents other than 
originals may be submitted for examination but 
usually the results will be less than a conclusive 
opinion. The examiner should always be given the 
opportunity to examine all of the originals prior to 
court testimony. 

Photo 46 
invokes. 

Compo rison of signatures on questioned checks and credit card 

D. It is absollIte~v essential that the document exam
iner have available the required amount of speci
men material to afford a proper basis for an 
identification. The investigating officer should 
not expect that the document examiner can satis
factorily examine questioned material when 
driver's licenses, fingerprint cards, or other 
material containing only signatures of the subject 
are submitted as exemplars of known writing. An 
exception to this might be a case in which the only 
writing in question is a subject's signature. It is the 
best policy to collect all available writing or other 
material in order that the scope of natural varia
tion may be determined. 
In order that proper exemplars or standards be 
obtained, the investigator should always follow 
the suggestions given below: 
1. Exercise caution in obtaining exemplars in or

der that all specimens collected will be admis
sible in court. The prosecutor or document 
examiner should be consulted for advice as to 
proper procedures to follow in this respect. 
Usually, any business records, such as bank, 
utility or municipal records and other similar 
forms can be utilized. 

2. Obtain handwriting or hand printing exem
plars when the subject is first interviewed. 
Most subjects will supply enough specimen 
writing at this time to facilitate comparisons. 
At a later date, suitable material may be ob
tained only with great difficulty. 

3. Obtain exemplar writing by having the suspect 
write his name and address several times. After 
this has been done, always include the exact 
wording of the questioned material written 
from dictation. This should be repeated on 
separate sheets of paper as many times as 
necessary to reflect the normal writing of the 
suspect (15 to 20 pages). 

4. Dupli.cate the conditions surrounding the 
preparation of the questioned document as 
nearly as possible when obtaining request ex
emplars. Use the same color and type of paper, 
supplying blank checks if checks are ques
tioned or voided credit cards if credit card sig
natures are questioned, etc. If a pen was used 
to write the questioned material, have the sus
pect write the exemplars with the same color 
of ink and type of pen. Normally, it is possible 
for the investigator to distinguish between ball 
point, fountain pen, and nib pen writing. If a 
pencil was used originally, a pencil of approxi
mately the same hardness and color should be 
used in obtaining the exemplars. 

5. To ensure that no distortion or disguise was 
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made by the suspect when the above dictated 
samples were secured, a quantity of collected 
specimens of the suspect's normal writing 
should also be obtained. These can be almost 
any type of license, application, signature iden
tification card, personal letters, canceled 
checks or similar writing which approximate 
the date of the questioned document. Care 
must be taken to insure that such collected 
specimens are genuine so that they are admis
sible as court exhibits. To make a proper deter
mination in Gases of suspected forgery it is 
suggested that both dictated and collected 
genuine signatures also be obtained from the 
person whose name was forged. 

6. When securing typewriting exemplars several 
copies of the questioned document should be 
made 'on the suspected machine, using light, 
medium and heavy touches. At least one copy 
should be made with the ribbon removed from 
the machine, or the ribbon control set on "sten
cil" and the keys allowed to strike directly on 
a sheet of new carbon paper which should be 
inserted on top of the paper used for the speci
men. This provides clear-cut exemplars of any 
machine's type face, showing any disfigure
ments in type characters. Always type the ex
emplars on the same type and color of paper as 
that used on the questioned document. 

7. Typewriters generally have one of two types of 
ribbons. The first and most common is cloth 
made of cotton or nylon impregnated with ink. 
The less common- is a plastic ribbon that is used 
once and discarded. It gives a clear, sharp im
pression. In some cases the type marks left on 
the ribbon can be used to identify a machine or 
document and can be your most important 
piece of evidence. This same principle may be 
applied to cash registers and check protectors. 
The numerous marking machines, rubber 
stamps, merchandise markers, both tape or 
contact should not be overlooked as a possible 
means of identification. 

D. Preservation of Questioned Documents 

1. Under no circumstances should either the 
questioned document or the exemplars be 
marred, defaced, or altered. No new fold 
should be made nor should marks or notes be 
placed on such material. 

2. Personal marks for identification purposes 
should be made as small as possible, on the 
back or on other areas of the documents where 
no handwriting or typewriting is present. 

3. Whenever possible, all documents should be 
protected by placing them in cellophane en
velopes. 

E. Charred Documents 

Where the examination and decipherment of 
wr~ting on charred paper is involved, great care 

must be taken to prevent any additional crum
bling or breaking apart of the burned material. 
Normally, it should be placed on top of loose cot
ton in a box and delivered in person to the De
partment. No matter how it is packaged, most 
such material will be damaged if attempts are 
made to ship it by mail. 

F. Other Questioned Document Evidence 

In addition to handwriting and typewriting com
parisons and the decipherment of charred docu
ments, many other related examinations can be 
conducted by the Department. These include, 
but are not limited to: 
1. Restoration or decipherment of altered, 

obliterated or erased writing. 
2. Comparison of check protectors and rubber 

stamps with questioned printing. 
3. Identification of embossed or indented writing 

or typing. 
4. Comparison of paper and commercially print- . 

ed material such as checks, coupons, receipts 
and others. 

5. Physical matching of cut or torn paper of vari
ous types. 

6. Problems relating to inks. 
G. Shipment of Evidence 

1. When advance arrangements are made to 
make certain that a questioned document ex
aminer is present, such evidence may be deliv
ered to the Department in person. 

2. When such evidence is sent to the Department 
by mail, it should normally be sent by certified 
or registered first class mail. If the amount of 
material is large, it may be also sent by some 
other method, but in all cases the package 
should be sealed. 

Photo 47 The infrared image converter is used to examine an endorsement 
which has been oblilerated by a bonk stamp. 
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Photo 48 Comparison of a typewritten robbery demand note with the 
typing of typewriter found at the residence of a suspect. Note: Light striking 
capital R and small a, capital G lighter at the bottom than at the top, capital 
o and small 0 striking to the left of center and above the base line and the 
dirty small e. These points of comparison conclusively prove that the same 
typewriter was used to prepare both the questioned and specimen writing. 

H. Court Decisions Regarding Exemplars 

There have been several California and United 
States Supreme Court decisions regarding the 
taking of handwriting exemplars by court order. 
Numerous California courts have held that the 
taking of exemplars by an investigator during the 
investigation of a .crime and prior to obtaining a 
complaint does not violate the defendant's right 
against self-incrimination. Here briefly outlined, 
are a few of these court decisions. 
SCHMERBER vs. California, 384 U.S. 757; 86 S. Ct. 
1826 (1966) "Handwriting exemplars are merely 
an identifying physical characteristic outside the 
protection of the Fifth' Amendment, like finger
prints, photographs, or requiring a defendant to 
speak, gesture or walk in a particular manner." 
GILBERT vs. California, 388 U.S. 263; 87 S. Ct. 
1951 (1967) "The taking of exemplars did not vio
late petitioner's Fifth Amendment privilege 
against self incrimination." 
LEWIS vs. United States, (D.C.Cir. 1967) 382 F. 
2d 816, 818, cert. den. 389 U.S. 962. Chief Justice 
Berger wrote, "A defendant could be compeUed 
to furnish handwriting exemplars without viola
tion of the Fifth Amendment since an exemplar is 
relevant only for the shape and direction of some 
lines and marks which may identify the writer as 
fingerprints and photographs do." 

RINGER vs. United States, 364 F.2d 1083 (8th Cir. 
1972). "Asking the defendant to write the words 
which were written on a forged instrument did 
not require ABranda warnings; it merely provided 
more reliable physical evidence." 
United States vs. Dow, 457 F.2d 895 (2d Cir. 1972). 
"Handwriting and voice exemplars of a defendant 
can be obtained without constituting an invasion 
of privacy." 
State vs. Ostrowski, 282 N.E.2d 359 (Ohio 1972). 
"A handwriting exemplar, required for compari
son purposes, is outside the scope of the Fifth 
Amendment privilege against self-incrimination. 
It is not required that Miranda warnings be given 
prior to obtaining the exemplars. The standards 
may contain the same words as those contained in 
a questioned writing." 
It is suggested that you contact the prosecuting 
agency in your area and follow his advice as to the 
collection of specimens and their admissibility as 
evidence. 

I. Collected Exemplors 

Possible sources of handwriting, hand printing or 
typewriter exemplars are: 
Applications for employment 
Bail Bond applications 
Bank account, cancelled checks, signature cards 
Civil Service applications and examinations 
Court records 
Credit applications, loan applications 
Drivers license and applications 
Employee records 
Family members or neighbors 
Insurance applications 
Lease or rental agreements 
Military records 
Registered letter receipts . 
School papers . 
Tax exemption applications 
Utility service records; gas, water, electricity, etc. 
Veterans Administration 
Voters registration 
Some of these exemplars may not be proper for 
admission as court evidence but they may assist 
the investigator as a lead in his case. 

REMEMBER: The examination results generally de
pend on the quality and quantity of the material 
submitted for examination. 
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GENUINE $20 BILL 

... 
COUNTERFEIT 
$20 BILL 

Photo 49 The Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometer is used to 
analyze inorganic compositions of many substances. While normally used on 
point chips, glass, soil, bullets, one of the latest applications is questioned 
documents studies. Chemical differences in genuine and counterfeit notes are 
easily seen by nondestructive testing. EDX is located in Fresno, Riverside and 
Sacramento Regional laboratories. 
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x. FORENSIC PHOTOGRAPHY SECTION 
Forensic evidence photography, along with crime 
scene documentation and recording, is recognized 
today as indispensable to law enforcement. 
Through use of forensic photography, vital informa-' 
tion is graphically communicated daily in the courts 
and throughout the Criminal Justice System. 

A. Services 

The Forensic Photography Section provides the fol
lowing services to law enforcement agencies in the 
state. 

1. Crime scene documentation and recording. 
2. Physical evidence photography. 
3. Infrared, ultra-violet and infrared luminescent 

photographic examination. 
4. Trace evidence photography. 
5. Aerial photography-crime scene overviews. 
6. Image enhancement technic;ues. 
7. Specialized identification and surveillance pho

tography. 
8. Court testimony. 
9. Training in crime scene photography [,nd other 

forensic photographic techniques. 
10. Consultation regarding forensic photographic 

problems. 

B. Availability 

Photographic assistance may be requested during 
normal weekday work hours by telephoning the Pho
tography Section in Sacramento at 916-445-3526. Dur
ing off hours, weekends and holidays, requests for 
service should be placed with the Command Center 
at 916-445-9240. In addition, requests may be placed 
through the nearest regional criminalistics labora
tory (see appendix). 

C. Evidence to be Photographed 

When forensic photography of evidence is required 

in conjunction with analysis by a criminalistics labo
ratory, Latent Print Section or Questioned Docu
ments Section, the items should be clearly marked 
for photographic service. Because normal photo
graphic examinations including infrared and ultravi
olet techniques are totally non-destructive, this 
procedure should be conducted prior to any other 
investigative services being performed. 
The photographic request should also be noted on 
"Physical Examination" request form ISB4 submit
ted with the evidence. 
Evidence requiring photography only, may be per
sonally delivered to the Section at 3301 C Street, 
Sacramento or mailed to the Forensic Photography 
Section, Investigative Services Branch, P.O. Box 
13337, Sacramento, Calif. 95813. Examples would be: 

1. Exposed color or black and white films found in 
cameras at crime scenes. Exposed films some
times contain valuable investigative leads. 

2. Recovered Polaroid paper negatives from crime 
scenes with images still visible. By subjecting 
these negatives to specialized "image enhance
ment" techniques, the Forensic Photography Sec
tion can develop and preserve valuable 
investigative information. 

3. Motion picture film or slides containing intelli
gence', suspect or investigative information. 

D. Restrictions 
The Photography Section does not normally develop 
film or prints for routine requirements of law en
forcement agencies. However, if local outside or ven
dor processing would compromise the evidence or 
investigation, arrangements can be made for film 
processing and printing services. Other special re
quirements should be discussed by telephone with 
the Forensic Photography Section prior to sending 
any film to Sacramento. 
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XI. POLYGRAPH SECTION 
POLYGRAPH EXAMINATIONS 

Polygraph examinations are conducted by polygraph 
examiners for various activities throughout the State 
of California. No shipment of evidence is involved 
since the graphs produced during the examination 
are retained in the custody of the polygraph exam
iner and returned to this headquarters where custo
dy is maintained. Reports containing the opinions 
rendered are forwarded by this office to the request
ing agencies. However, no special mailing is required 
since no items of physical evidence (polygraphs) are 
forwarded with the reports. 

BASIC INFORMATION REGARDING THE 
POLYGRAPH 

A. Introduction 

1. There is no mechanical or electrical device 
known to man that actually detects lies or 
truth. The instrument popularly known as "lie 
detector," "lie box," or, as we refel· to it, the 
"polygraph," is a scientific diagnostic instru
ment on much the same order as the elec
trocardiograph, electroencephalograph, or the 
x-ray. Through the proper use of the poly
graph, a competent polygraph examiner can 
diagnose truth or deception. 

2. Stipulated Polygraph Examination 
The results of a polygraph examination are ad
missable as evidence in court on stipulation 
only. A stipulation is a written agreement 
signed by the District Attorney, the defendant, 
and the defense attorney before the defendant 
submits to a polygraph examination. The stipu
lation will state that the defendant will volun
tarily submit to a polygraph examination to be 
administered by a particular polygraph exam
iner or agency. If the tests results are conclu
sive, the examiner's opinion as to the truth or 
deception, and the charts, will be admitted as 
evidence in court. If the results are inconclu
sive, no testimony by the examiner will be ad
mitted. Even though the examiner is known as 
an expert in his field, he must still prove his 
expertise each time he testifies in court. 

3. The polygraph instrument is (basically) com
posed of four components: 
a. The pneumograph component-records 

changes in respiration. 
b. The galvanograph component-records 

changes in the electrical resistance on the 
surface of the skin. 

c. The cardiosphygmograph component
records changes in blood pressure and pulse 
rate. 

d. The kymograph components-move the 
chart paper at a timed rate of speed, under 
the pens of the other three components. 

4. The Theory of the Polygraph Examination 
a. Based on emotion of fear, 
b. Fear of detection by an untruthful subject 

will cause physiological changes to occur in 
the subject's body at point of deception, 

c. Physiological changes can be diagnosed by a 
trained, competent examiner. 

d. The subject must have something to gain or 
lose by submitting to the examination. 

B. Basic Uses of the Polygraph 

1. The polygraph is an excellent a.id and a valua
ble tool, if properly utilized during the conduct 
of an investigation. 

~ ... ' . . ,. ... ,._ .... -.- -- ... .,.-.--.. .'" . , '. 

Photo 51 Subject being te"ed with the polygraph. 
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2. The polygraph, however, will never be able to 
take the place of good, thorough investigative 
methods. 

3. The final results of a polygraph examination 
will be based, in great measure, upon the 
thoroughness of the investigation prior to hav
ing a subject take the examination. 

4. In criminal investigations, examinations will be 
conducted upon: 

a. Suspects c. Witnesses 
b. Victims d. Informants 

C. Factors That May Prohibit Polygraph 
Examinations: 

1. A polygraph examination should not be con
ducted on any subject who has been physical~y 
abused, or any person that the examiner feels 
will be an unfit subject, nor any subject who 
has been questioned extensively, immediately 
prior to the time for testing. 

2. Only those who voluntarily agree and will sign 
a statement of consent can be examined. 

3. Juvenile Subjects. 
a. Juvenile subjects under the age of 14 years 

are very difficult subjects to examine due to 
a lack of maturity, both physical and mental. 
Many times conclusive results cannot be ob
tained by the use of the polygraph because 
of these factors. 

b. Consent forms for juveniles must be signed 
by either the parent or guardian prior to the 
examination. 

4. Physical and/or Psychological Factors. 
a. The investigator must keep in mind that 

there are several other factors, especially of 
a physical or psychological nature, that 
sometimes preclude the use of the poly
graph on a subject. 
Questionable subjects are: 

(1) Females during menstrual period. 
(2) Females that are more than 90 days in 

pregnancy. 
(3) Subjects with amputations, affecting 

the placement of instruments on the 
subject's person. 

(4) Subjects with paralysis. 
(5) Recent surgery or major injury or ill

ness. The human body usually requires 
at least six months to fully recover. 

(6) Physical disabilities-skull or spine in-
juries, high or low blood pressure, and 
cardiac (heart) trouble. 

(7) Certain types of drugs and medication 
will preclude the use of the polygraph. 

(8) Emotional instability. 
(9) A subject who has not had sufficient 

nourishment. 

(10) Subject suffering from a severe cold or 
respiratory disorder. 

(11) Subjects with low mental ability-idi
ots, imbeciles, and morons. However, 
these should not be confused with lack 
of academic education. 

(12) Mental illness-either pathological or 
psychological. 

INVESTIGATOR'S PROCEDURE FOR PREPARING A SUB
JECT FOR EXAMINATION: 

A. Preliminary Arrangements 

1. Making appointments for polygraph examina
tions. 
a. A request for a polygraph examination by 

any law enforcement agency may be made 
either by phone or written request. 
PHONE: (916) 322-2138 

b. Upon request, the Polygraph Section will 
advise the requesting party of the first open 
time, and a definite appointment will be 
made. 

2. Aid to Interrogation. 
a. The investigator should keep in mind from 

the very inception of the investigation that 
he may find it necessary to request the aid 
of the polygraph. 

b. The investigator should withhold KEY IN
FORMATIONfrom the SUBJECT AND the 
PRESS. 
(1) Reference to the press does not mean 

that the press should not be informed of 
the circumstances of a crime, but that 
certain "catch phrases" or "peculiar 
acts," etc., on the part of the suspect 
could be withheld without materially 
affecting a press release. 

c. NEVER USE THE POLYGRAPH EXAMI
NA TION AS A BLUFF. Do not ask your 
subject to submit merely to "bluff' him, and 
then when he agrees, forget it. This does not 
mean he is innocent at all. Do not ask him 
to submit unless you mean for him to take 
the examination. 

d. Polygraph should not be used just as a last 
resort. 

3. Necessary case records. 
a. Records of the case should include: 

(1) Crime reports of suspected offense (s) . 
(2) Investigation reports to aate. 
(3) Background information of the suspect 

to be examined. 
(4) Brief resume of the reason for the ex

amination. 
(5) Brief resume of statements or denials 

made by the subject. 

4. Interrogation prior to time of examination. 
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ll. Extensive interrogation of the subject with
in four hours prior to the examination 
should be avoided so that an accurate deter
mination of truthfulness or untruthfulness 
of the subject can be accomplished. 

b. The subject may be questioned briefly prior 
to the examination, but only to determine 
opportunity to commit the crime, and mo
tive or desire. 

c. This should not be misinterpreted as mean
ing that the investigator should not interro
gate during the investigation, but only 
applies to that period of time JUST PRIOR 
to the examination. Prolonged interroga
tion of a person produces an exhausted or 
antagonistic subject who may then not be a 
fit subject for the examination. 

d. The chances of a successful conclusion to an 
investigation are great when the suspect is 
made available for a polygraph examination 
before the final stage of the investigation. 

5. Physical condition of subject prior to examina
tion. 

a. It is desirable that the subject have a normal 
amount of food and sleep during the 24-
hour period preceding the polygraph ap
pointment. 

b. A person suffering from the influence of al
cohol, sedatives, opiates, physical pain, se
vere cold or respiratory disorder is not 
ordinarily considered to be in a fit condition 
for a polygraph examination. 

B. Suggested information to be withheld from the 
subject. 

1. Method of polygraph examination 
a. The subject of a polygraph examination 

should NOT be advised of the method in 
which the examination is to be conducted. 

b. The subject should only be told that he or 
she will suffer no discomfort, will not be 
subjected to injections of any type, and that 
the entire process will be explained to him 
or her by the examiner prior to being exam
ined. 

2. Details of crime to be withheld. 
a. The investigating officer, field as well as de

tective, should avoid disclosure of any de
tails or facts established during the 
investigation to the subject or suspect. 

b. Facts concerning the crime, which could 
only be known to the perpetrators should 
never be told the suspect, press, or the gen
eral public. 

(1) If this precau tion is disregarded, the 
probability of a conclusive polygraph 
examination may be nullified as a sub-
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ject then has been furnished with a rea
son for knOWing such important 
information. 
(a) He/she could then state they were 

aware of certain facts because they 
had been told about same by 
friends, the detective, or had read 
same. 

3. Examples of details which should not, when
ever possible, be divUlged are as follows: 
a. Method of entry 

(1) Tools used to effect entry 
(2) Point of entry 
(3) Extent of damage at point entry 
(4) Whether or not entry was made by use 

of key 
b. Property taken 

(1) Specific amount taken 
(2) Denominations of currency taken 
(3) Unusual articles taken 
(4) Description of articles taken 

c. Weapon or force used to commit crime
specific 
(1) Club 
(2) Gun 
(3) Knife 
(4) Poison 
(5) Number and location of wounds and 

bruises 
d. Evidence left at the scene of the crime by 

suspects-tools, weapons, articles of cloth
ing, etc. 

e. Unusual acts of suspect before, during, or 
after the commission of the crime. 
(1) Conversation or commands 
(2) Peculiar habits, actions or characteris

tics of the suspects. 
f. Means of exit from the scene 

(1) If by vehicle, anything unusual about 
same, such as dents, missing portions, 
loud muffler, damage, etc. 

(2) If on foot, direction taken from scene if 
noted. . 

g. Location from which property was taken 
(1) Where safe or cash box was located in 

the bUilding. 
(2) Type of container from which money 

or articles were taken, such as green 
metal cash box, cigar box, laundry bag, 
paper sack, etc. 

h. Homicide weapons used 
(1) Make and type of gun such as .38 cali

ber, Smith and Wesson, 4" chrome 
plated with plastic grips, if it is found at 
crime scene. 

(2) Weapon believed to have caused 
death. 

(3) Detailed description of knives and 
other weapons. 
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C. Administering the Examination 

1. The investigator (s) who actually participated 
in the investigation should be present at the 
time of the examination to turn the subject 
over to the examiner and should remain avail
able to the examiner in order to discuss any 
pertinent information which may result from 
the testing sequences. . 
a. It is necessary for the investigator (s) to be 

present as they are most familiar with the 
facts and case information. 

2. The polygraph examination is a time-consum
ing process and the investigator (s) and subject 
should expect the examination to take a mini
mum of two hours to complete. 

3. The examiner, at any stage of the examination, 
will advise the investigator (s) of the desire of 
a subject who may wish to make admissions of 
participation in a crime, and will then turn the 
subject over to the investigator (s) for further 
investigation. 

D. Summary 

1. Polygraph examinations are NOT a substitute . 
for thorough preliminary investigation. 

2. Polygraph examinations should be regarded 
only as a supplement to a thorough and com
plete investigation. 

3. NEVER withhold any pertinent information 
on either the crime or the subject from the 
polygraph examiner. 

4. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE POLY
GRAPH EXAMINATION IS DEPENDENT 
UPON THE INVESTIGATOR(S) AND THE 
POLYGRAPH EXAMINER WORKING TO
GETHER 

NOTE- IF AT ANY TIME YOU HAVE ANY QUES
TIONS RELATIVE TO THE POLYGRAPH, EX
AMINATION PROCEDURE, SCHEDULING OF 
EXAMINATIONS, OR THE ADMINISTERING OF 
EXAMINATIONS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO 
CALL. WE PRESENTLY HAVE AVAILABLE 
FOUR QUALIFIED EXAMINERS TO ASSIST YOU 
IN POLYGRAPH MATTERS. 

Photo 52 The three trocings of physiologicol responses of a subject. 
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XII. CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION 
Personnel of ISB regional laboratories are available 
to requesting agencies to provide assistance at the 
scene of a major crime. Generally, homicides or 
other serious offenses which are beyond the scope of 
the local agencies' trained evidence technician fall in 
this category. Participation ofISB personnel in a field 
investigation is under the general guidelines indicat
ed under Section III, BRANCH SERVICES AND 
FUNCTIONS, page 7. 
PartiC1 ?ation by ISB personnel to assist in a field 
investigation generally encompasses three levels of 
activity: 

1. Advisory capacity only where the investigating 
officer is unsure of the value of potential evi
dence and would like ISB personnel present to 
advise as the usefulness of this evidence. In this 
case, agency personnel actually process the 
scene and collects the evidence for submission 
to the laboratory or special sections. 

2. Scene processing where the investigating 
agency does not have qualified personnel who 
can process the crime scene, and would like ISB 
to provide assistance in investigating and prop
er identification and collection of evidence. In 
this case, ISB personnel actually process the 
scene and collect the evidence. 

3. Reconstruction, wherein laboratory personnel 
are available to aid the requesting agency in 
reconstructing the activities at a crime scene 
before and after. the offense. 

Photo 53 Criminalist recovering trace evidence from deeply buried homi· 
cide victims prior to removal of remains. 

Agencies requesting assistance on field investiga
tions should provide ISB personnel with background 
information before arrival of the processing team 
(e.g., Has the scene been isolated? Is the suspect in 
custody? Have any live victims been given hospital 
transfusions?). Also at the time of the request, the 
chief investigating officer should provide a general 
description of the circumstances to ISB personnel 
and indicate whether or not the agency will require 
a criminalist, an ISB photographer, latent print ex
aminer, Bureau of Investigation Special Agent, or 
other services. In some circumstances, the actual 
crime scene tet..m processing is not warranted and 
problems can sometimes be answered on the phone 
through consultation with the criminalist or other 
technic;::al specialist. 

It should be understood that the responsibility of re
solving legal proprieties such as search warrants rests 
with the requesting agencies. Such matters should be 
resolved before crime scene processing. When the 
ISB criminalist and other technical specialist arrive 
at the scene, the chief investigating officer should 
identify himself and agree with ISB personnel as to 
which levels of participation (deSCribed above) will 
be required. At this time, the chief investigating offi
cer and the criminalist or other scene processing 
members should determine how the scene is to be 
processed, who will do sketching, who will make dis
tance measurements, who will enter the crime scene 
first (latent print examiner, photographer, etc.) 

Photo 54 Criminalist and agency personnel decide an methods of measure
ment and use of available reference points appropriate to each crime scene. 
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If a post-morten examination is to be performed, the 
ISB criminalist generally attends for the purpose 
solely of collecting physical evidence associated with 
the deceased (blood sample, clothing, bullet extract
ed from wound). 
In shooting cases, with either deceased or live vic
tims, it may become desirable to process the subject's 
hands for microscopic evidence, gunshot residue, or 
metal traces from a handgun. If this becomes neces
sary, refer to the Physical Evidence Bulletins on ei
ther Trace Metal Detection Technique or Gunshot 
Residue Collection, PEB 14/77 and 15/77 respective
ly. 
Other specialized types of evid.e 1ce associated with 
a field investigation may require special processing. 
This could include footprints and tire tracks, see PEB 

2:3/77, documentation and interpretation of blood 
splatters (confer with criminalist), volatile or flam
mable substances (see PEB 10/77) and stain or trace 
evidence on valuable or massive objects (confer with 
criminalist) . 
ISB personnel will not make public statements con
cerning physical evidence. Any statements solicited 
by non-law enforcement personnel, particularly the 
press, are to be discouraged. ISB criminalists and 
technical personnel are instructed not to speak to the 
press unless the presiding district attorney or chief 
law enforcement officer in charge of the crime scene 
asks that the ISB representative give details. At this 
time, the criminalist or other technicians will only 
specify details and will refrain from theorizing or 
reconstructing the events that mayor may not have 
occurred based on the observations he makes. 
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XIII. INfORMATION FOR DISTRICT ATTORNEY, OTHER 
PROSECUTORS AND PUBLIC DEFENDERS 

A. Expert Testimony 

1. In addition to conducting examinations and 
comparisons of various types of physical evi
dence, criminalists and other experts of the ISB 
are available to present expert testimony con
cerning their findings before the courts. In or
der that the ISB be of maximum assistance, it 
is requested that attempts be made to follow 
the procedures listed below: 
a. Notify the analyst, as much in advance of the 

trial date as possible, so that time will be 
available to prepare any necessary photo
graphic or other exhibits. 

b. Due to the number of cases being handled 
by each employee, conflicts in court appear
ance dates may frequently occur. When suf
ficient advance notice is given of scheduled 
trials many of these conflicts can be satisfac
torily resolved. Considerable time is also 
necessary to travel to and from courts which 
are not close to the analyst's office. Occa
sionally, a single trip will permit the analyst 
to make more than one court appearance 
when sufficient advance notice is given. 

c. The individual who signs the report submit
ted is the analyst responsible for the evi
dence examinations. Notices to appear in 
court should be sent to this person. Other 
employees normally have not examined or 
marked the evidence submitted and there
fore cannot serVe as effective witnesses. 

d. Employees may be requested to appear as 
witnesses by having a subpoena served on 
them, but normally this is not necessary and 
will delay notification more than other 
methods. The receipt of a letter, or teletype 
message will be acknowledged and treated 
as an official notice to appear in the same 
manner as a subpoena. 

e. In all cases it is requested that, in addition to 
the notice to appear in court, information 
be furnished as to the date and approximate 
hour when the witness will be needed. 
While the prosecutor cannot always predict 
in advance the exact time that a specific 
witness will be called, it is often possible in 
lengthy trials to at least roughly predict the 
time required to obtain a jury and examine 
witnesses whose testimony is necessary pri-
or to the appearance of the expert witness. 
The number of court appearances being 
made each week by the experts of the 
Branch makes it difficult for them to appear 
in all cases where they are needed, since a 

considerable amount of time must be spent 
in traveling to distant courts. Time used in 
waiting outside of court rooms while juries 
are being selected or other witnesses are 
being examined has sometimes amounted 
to many days and caused other prosecutors 
either to ask for continuances in their cases 
or to forego use of the expert witness' tes
timony which was' l~f importance in their 
cases. 

f. The appropriate laboratory or section should 
also be notified immediately of any change 
in trial or appearance dates. On many occa
sions, witnesses have appeared, as request
ed, to testify on specific cases only to find 
that the defendant has changed his plea to 
guilty or the case was continued. While a 
change of plea may be made at the last 
minute, there have been many instances 
where this was known in advance, but the 
Branch was not advised and employees have 
needlessly traveled hundreds of miles. 

g. In contacting the Branch concerning a spe
cific case, particularly when done by tele
phone, advise us of the case number 
appearing on the report, if possible. This 
permits the laboratory to locate the filed 
report or other records without unnecessary 
delay. 

h. Before testimony is presented, the attorney 
should arrange to confer with the criminal
ist or other expert concerning his qualifica
tions and the testimony to be presented. 
This is essential in order to obtain maximum 
effectiveness from the testimony. 

i. No witness fees, travel expenses, or other 
charges are made for expert testimony or 
any other service furnished by this Branch 
in criminal cases within the State of Califor
nia. 

B. Other Special Aids for Prosecutors and Public Defenders 

1. The criminalists, as well as other experts of the 
Branch, are available to render other special 
aid to prosecutors and public defenders in 
criminal cases. This may consist of furnishing 
assistance in preparing scientific phases of cer
tain cases for trial, evaluating scientific aspects 
of such cases, or actually examining evidence. 
Services are provided for public defenders un
der contract as per conditions of Section 11OS.5 
of the Penal Code. Inquiries should be directed 
to the Branch by telephone or at the address 
cited in Appendix B. 
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2. Assistance is also rendered in interpreting and 
evaluating testimony presented by experts 
called by the defense. 

3. Requests for such assistance, when not made in 
person, should always include information con-
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cerning the basic problem involved or testimo
ny which has already been given or is expected. 
This is usually necessary so that any research or 
other studies can be made prior to the personal 
consultation of the expert with the attorney. 
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1/77 
2/77 

3/77 
4/77 
5/'77 
6/77 
7/77 
8/77 
9/77 

10/77 
11/77 
12/77 
13/77 
14/77 
15/77 

LP 16/77 
LP 17/77 

QD 19/77 
QD 20/77 

QD 21/77 

23/77 
PL 24/77 

25/77 
26/77 

APPENDIX A 

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE BUtlETINS 

Urine as a Sample for Alcohol Determination 
Uniform Standards for Withdrawal, Handling, and Preservation of 
Blood Samples for Forensic Alcohol Analysis 
Automobile Lights 
Sample Collection of Blood for Blood Typing 
Collection of Paint Fragments 
Collection of Hair Samples 
Guidelines for Physical Evidence in Sexual Assault Investigations 
Drug Analysis in Driving Under the Influence Cases 
Collection of Glass Fragments 
Collection of Volatile Flammables 
Collection of Fiber Evidence 
Firearms Evidence Collection Procedures 
Collection of Soil Samples 
Trace Metal Detection Technique (TMDT) 
Gunshot Residue Collection 
Submission of Inked Fingerprints of Identified Subjects 
Latent Print Section 
Submission of Evidence to the Questioned Documents Section 
Exemplars of Mechanical Reproductions, Serrations and Tears for 
Questioned Document Examination 
Court Decisions Regarding Exemplar Material for Questioned 
Documents 
Preservation of Shoe Tracks and Tire Tracks 
Polygraph Examination Procedure 
Controlled Substances 
Clandestine Laboratories 
Physical Evidence Chart-Collection and Preservation 
Flyer on Purchase of Physical Evidence Manual 
Map-Service Zones for Statewide Criminalistics System Laborato-
ries 

These may be requested through the laboratories ar.d appropriate special sections of the branch. 
Proper addresses and telephone numbers appear in Appendix B . 
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APPENDIX B 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, DIVISION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT 

INVESTIGATION ArlO ENFORCD1ENT BRANCH 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

(916) 739-5674 
4949 Broadway 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

BUREAU OF FORENSIC SERVICES 
CHIEF 

(916) 739-5484 

SPECIAL SECTIONS 
Manager (916) 739-5484 

-

Latent Print Section 
Supervisor (916) 739-5137 

Questioned Jocument Section 
Supervisor (916) 739-5139 

Polygraph Section 
Supervisor (916) 739-5135 

Audio-Visual Section 
Supervisor (916) 739-5138 

CRIMINALISTICS LABORATORIES 

North Area 
~1anager 1§T6l 739-5484 

Sacramento 
Criminalistics Laboratory 
4949 Broadway 
Sacramento, CA 95820 
(916) 739-5136 
ATSS 8-497-5136 

Santa Rosa 

Redding 
Criminalistics laboratory 
1515 No. Old Oregon Trail 
Redding, CA 96001 
1-241-3870 
ATSS 8-442-6514 

San Rafael 

-

Criminalistics Laboratory 
7505 Sonoma Highway 
Santa Rosa, CA 95405 
(707) 576-2415 

Criminalistics Laboratory 
Hall of Justice, Civic Center 
San Rafael, CA 94903 

ATSS 8-590-2415 

Chico 
Criminalistics Laboratory 
562 Manzanita Avenue, Suite 10 
Chico, CA 95926 
1-895-5024 
ATSS 8-459-5024 

(415} 472-4425 

Eureka 
Criminalistics Laboratory 
College of the Redwoods, Bldg. T-40 
Eureka, CA 95501 
(707) 733-5726 

J I' 
d (REV 2/83) 
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Centra 1 Area 
Manager (209) 294-2982 

Fresno 
Criminalistics Laboratory 
6014 North Cedar 
Fresno, CA 93710 
(209) 294-2982 

Modesto 
Criminalistics Laboratory 
2213 Blue Gum Avenue 
Modesto, CA 95351 
(209) 576-6215 
ATSS 8-462-6215 

Salinas 
Criminalistics Laboratory 
745 Airport Blvd. 
Salinas, CA 93901 
(408) 443-3188 
ATSS 8-588-3188 

Stockton 
Criminalistics Laboratory 
1001 W. Mathews Road 
French Camp, CA 95231 
(209) 948-7554 

South Area 
Manager (714) 781-4170 

Riverside 
Criminalistics Laboratory 
P.O. Box 3679, 1500 Castellano Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(714) 781-4170 
ATSS 8-632-4170 

San Lui s Obi spo 
Crirninalistics Laboratory 
P.O. Box 1484, Kansas Avenue 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 
(805) 544-8310 

Santa Ba rba ra 
Criminalistics Laboratory 
820 Frances Botello Rd. 
Goleta, CA 93017 
(8GS) 964-8741 

Technical Su}port Unit 
Manager (916 739-5484 
4949 Broadway 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

Toxicology Unit 
Chief Toxicologist 
(916) 739-5128 

Instrument Repair Unit 
Supervisor 
(916) 739-5189 

/ 
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CRIME LABORATORY BUREAU 
Daniel J. Dowd, Director 

4706 University Avenue 
P.O. Box 5708 
Madison, Wisconsin 53705 
(608) 266-2031 

REGIONAL LABORATORY 
15725 West Ryerson Road 
New Berlin. Wisconsin 53151 
(414) 786-7700 

March 11, 1983 

Mr. Leonard Steinberg 
House of Representatives 
Pouch Y 
Juneau, Alaska 99811 

Dear Mr. Steinberg: 

Per our telephone conversation on March 11, 1983. 

~ere~y, ~ f\ 
~~\J'J\ ),~~. 
Daniel J. DOW'dj 
Director 
Crime Laboratory Bureau 

DJD:fh 

Enclosure 

Bronson C. La Follette 
Attorney General 

Howard G. Bjorklund 
Division Administrator 
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$25 nor more than S200 for each neglect or 
violation. 

(14) The state fire marshal. any deputy fire 
marshal or fire chief may require an insurer, 
including the state acting under ch. 619. to 
furnish any information in its possession relating 
to a fire loss involving properly with respect to 
which a policy of insurance issued or serviced by 
the insurer may apply. Any insurer, including 
the state, may furnish to the state fire marshal, 
any deputy fire marshal or lire chief information 
in its possession relating to a nre loss to which 
insurance issued by it may apply. In the absence 
of fraud or malice, no insurer furnishing infor
mation under this subsection. state fire marshal. 
deputy fire marshal or fire chief, and no person 
acting on behalf of the insurer, state fire mar
shal. deputy fire marshal or fire chief, shall be 
liable in any civil or criminal action on account 
of any statement made, material furnished or 
action taken in regard thereto. Information 
furnished by an insurer under this subsection 
shall be held in confidence by the state fire 
marshal, deputy fire marshal or fire chief and all 
subordinates until release or publication is re
quired pursuant to a civil or criminal proceed
ing. Information obtained by the state fire 
miHshal, any deputy fire marshal or fire chief 
during their investigations of fires determined to 
be the result of arson may be available to the 
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943.28, 943.30, 944.30, 944.31. 944.32, 944.33. 
944.34.946.65 and 947.02 (3) and (4); 

(d) Enforce and administer s. 165.55. 
(e) Investigate violations of ch. 163 that are 

statewide in nature, importance or innuence. 
(2) The attorney general shall appoint. 

under the classified service. investigative per
sonnel to achieve the purposes set out in sub. ( I ) 
who shall have the powers of a peace officer. As 
many as are deemed necessary of the investiga
tors so appointed shall be trained in drugs and 
narcotics law enforcement. or shall receive such 
training within one year of their appointment. 
and they shall assist. when appropriate. local 
law enforcement agencies to help them meet 
'heir responsibilities in this area. 

(3) It is the intention of this section to give 
the attorney general responsibility for devising 
programs to control crime state-wide in nature. 

. importance or innuence. drugs and narcotics 
abuse. commercial gambling, prostitutiQn. and 
arson. Nothing herein shall deprive or relieve 
local peace officers of the power and duty to . 
enforce those provisions enumerated in sub. (I). 

(4) Local district attorneys. sheriffs and 
chiefs of police shall cooperate and assist the 
personnel of the division in the performance of 
their duties. 

History: 197t c. 40. 211, 307; 1973 c. 156; 1975 c. 39; 
1977 c. 173 s. 168; t977 c. 215. 260; 1977 e. 272 s. 98. 

insurer of the property involved. r-----
SUBCHAPTER III 

DIVISION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT 
SERVICES 

Ilistory: 1973 c. 333; 1975 c. 224; 1977 c. 260. 341; 1979 
c. 133; 1981 c.318. 

State fire marshall must establish propc:r discretionary rea
sons for exercising privil~ge of secrecy under (8). Black v. 
General Electric Co. 89 W (2d) 195.278 NW (2d) 224 (Ct. 
App.1979). 

Sec note to art. I, sec. 11, citing Siale v. Monasso, 103 W 
(2d) 368,308 NW (2d) 891 (Cl. App. 1981). 

Arson invesligations under (9) and (IO) are subjcct to 
Wlrch warrant rClluircments set forth in Michigan v. Tyler. 
43{' US 499 (1978). Consent to search discussed. 68 Atty. 
Gen. 225. 

165.60 Law enforcement. The division of 
criminal investigation is authorized to e.'force 
ss. 944.30. 944.31. 944.33, 944.34. 945.02 (2), 
945.03 and 945.04 and shall be invested with the 
powers conferred by law upon sheriffs and mu
nicipal police officers in the performance of such 
duties. Nothing herein shall deprive or relieve 
sheriffs. constables and other local police of
ficers of the power and duty to enforce said 
sections. and such officers shall likewise enforce 
said sections. 

History: 1975 c. 39. 

165.70 Investigation of state-wide crime. 
(1) The division of criminal investigation shall: 

(a) Investigate crime which is state-wide in 
nature, importance or influence; 

(b) Enforce chs. 161 and 945 and ss. 940.20 
(3), 941.25 to 941.27. 943.01 (2) (c). 943.27. 

165.75 Crime laboratory. (1) Unless the 
context clearly requires otherwise: 

(a) "Laboratory" means the crime 
laboratory. 

(b) "Administrator" means the administra
tor of the division of law enforcement services. 

(c) "Employe" means any person in the 
service of the laboratory other than the 
administrator. 

(2) The crime laboratory shall be lo~ated in 
the city of Madison. The personnel of the 
laboratory shall consist of such employes as are 
authorized under s. 20.922. 
• (3) (a) The purpose of the laboratory is to 

establish. maintain and operate a crime labora
tory to provide technical assistance to local law 
enforcement officers in the nrious fields of 
scientific investigation in the aid of law enforce
ment. Without limitation because of" enumera
tion the laboratory shall maintain services and 
employ the necessary specialis/s, technical and 
scientific employes for the recognition and 
proper preservation, marking and scientific 
anal ysis of evidence material in the investigation 
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and prosecution of crimes in such fields as 
firearms identification. the comrarison and 
identification of toolmarks. chemistry. identifi
cation of questioned documents, metallurgy, 
comparative microscopy. instrumental detec
tion of deception, the identification of finger
prints, toxicology, serology and forensic 
photography. 

(b) The administrator and employes of the 
division of law enforcemelll services arc not 
peace officers and shall have no power of arrest 
or to serve or execu te criminal rrocess. They 
shall not be appointed as deputy sheriffs and 
shall not be given police powers by appoimment 
or election to any office. Laboratory employes 
shall not undertake investigation uf criminal 
conduct except upon the request of a sheriff, 
coroner, medical examiner, district attorney, 
chief of police. warden ur superintendent of any 
state prison, allorney general or governor. The 
head of any state agency may request investiga
tions but in such cases the services sha!' be 
limited to the field uf health, welfare and law 
enforcement responsibility which has by statute 
been vested in the particular state agency. 

(c) Upon such request the laboratory shall 
collaborate fully in the complete investigation of 
criminal conduct wit hin its compctence in the 
forensic sciences including field investigation at 
the scene of the crime and for this purpose rnay 
equip a mobile unit or units. 

(d) The services of the laboratory available 
to such officer shall include appearances in 
court as expert witnesses. 

(e) The administrator may decline to provide 
labora tory service in any Case not involving a 
potential charge of felony. 

(f) The services of the laboratory may be 
provided in civil cases in which the statc or any 
department. bureau, agency or officer of the 
state is a party in an official capacity, when 
requested to do so by the allorney general. 

(4) The operation of the laboratory shall 
eonform to the rules and policies established by 
the attorney general. 

flislOry: t973 c. ~72; 1977 c. 260; I ~31 c. J t4. 
An cv~llI:tliu" of drug testillg prO<!ctiurcs. Siein. l.acssig, 

Indril-.sons, 1973 WLR 727. 

165.78 Information center; training activ
ities. (1) Thl! division of law enforcement 
services shall act as a center for the clearance of 
information between law enforcement officers. 
In furtherance of this purpose it shall issue 
bulletins by mail or its telecommunication sys
tem. The division shall at all times collaborate 
and cooperate fully with the F.H.1. in exchange 
of information. 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 165.79 

(2) The division shall cooperate and ex
change information with other similar organiza
tions in other states. 

(3) The division may prepare and conduct 
. informational and training activities for the 
benefit of law enforcement officers and profes
sional groups. 

lIistory: t977 c. 260. 

165.79 Evidence privileged_ (1) Evidence, 
information and analyses of e"idence obtained 
from law enforcement officers by the laboratory 
is privileged and not available to persons other 
than law enforcement officers nor is the defend
ant entitled to an inspection of information and 
evidence submitted to the laboratory by the 
state or of the laboratory's findings, or to ex
amine laboratory personnel as witnesses con
cerning the same, prior to trial, except to the 
extent that the same is used by the state at a 
preliminary hearing. Upon request of a defend
ant in a felony action, approved by the presiding 
judge, the laboratory shall conduct analyses of 
evidence upon behalf of such defendant. No 
prosecuting officer is entitled to an inspection of 
information and evidence submitted to the labo
ra!ory by the defendant. or of the laboratory's 
findings, or to examine laboratory personnel as 
witnesses concerning the same, prior to trial, 
except to the extent that lhe same is used by the 
accused at a preliminary hearing. Employes of 
.the laboratory who made examinations or analy
ses of evidence shall attend the criminal trial as 
witnesses, without subpoena, upon reasonable 
written notice from either party requesting such 
allendance. Nothing in this section shall limit 
the right of a court to order the production of 
evidence or reports pursuant to s. 971.23 prior to 
trial. 

(2) Upon the termination or cessation of the 
criminal proceedings, the privilege of the find
ings obtained by the laboratory may be waived 
in writing by the administrator and the'prosecu
tor involved in the proceedings. The employes of 
the laboratory may then be subpoenaed in civil 
actions in regard to any iilformation and analy
sis of evidence previously obtained in such crimi
nal investigation, but the laboratory shall not 
engage in any investigation requested solely for 
the preparation for trial ofa civil matter. Upon 
appearance as a witness or receipt ofa subpoena 
or notice to prepare for trial in a civil action, or 
appearance either with or without subpoena, the 
laboratory ~'hall be compensated by the party at 
whose request the appearance or preparation 
was made in a reasonable amollnt to be deter
mined by the trial judge, which fee shall be paid 
into the state treasury. In fixing such compensa
tion the court may give consideration to the time 

\ ~, 
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spent in obtaining and analY7.ing the evidence 
for the purposes of criminal proceedings. 

(3) (a) In this paragraph. "local health 
department" means a city, county. city-county 
or multicounty health department. 

(b) At any preliminary examination. a report 
of the laboratory's or local health department's 
findings with reference to all o~ any part of the 
evidence submitted, certified as correct by the 
administrator, the head of the local health de
partment or a person designated by either of 
them, shall, when offered by the state or the 
accused, be received as evidence of the facts and 
findings stated, if relevant. The expert who 
made the findings need not be called as a 
witness. 

,,-__ f_lis_'Ory: 1977 c. 260: 1979 c. 221: 19B I c. 20. 

165.80 Cooperation with other state de
partments. For the purpose of coordina ling the 
work of the laboralory with the research depart
ments located in the university of Wisconsin, the 
attorney general and the university of Wisconsin 
may agree for the usc of laboratories and physi
cal facilities in the univcrsity and the exchange 
and utilization of personnel between the labora
to~y and the university. The university and 
cnme laboratory cooperation council shall act in 
an adv~ory capacily to the attorney gen!!ral. 

165.81 Disposal of evidence. (1) When
ev~r. the administrator is informed by the sub
mIttIng officer or ageney that physical evidence 
in the possession of the laboratory is no longer 
needed the administrator may, unless otherwise 
pr?vided by law. either destroy the same, retain 
It 111 the laboratory or turn it ov'er to the univer
sity of Wisconsin upon the request of the head of 
any department. Wh'!never the administrator 
received information from which it appears 
probable thaI such evidence is no longer needed, 
he may give written notice to the submitting 
age.ncy and the appropriate district attorney, by 
regIstered mail, of his intention to dispose of the 
evidence and if no objection is received within 20 
days after such notice was mailed he may dis
pose of such evidence. 

(2) Any electric weapon, as defined in s. 
941.295 (4), in the possession of the laboratory 
shall eit,her be destroyed or turned over to an 
agency authorized to have electric weapons 
unders.941.295 (2). 

Hi5lory: 1981 c. 348. 

165.83 Criminal identification, records 
and statistics. (i) DEFINITIONS. As used in 
this section and s. 165.84: 

(a) "Division" means the division of law 
enforcement services. 
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(b) "Law enforcement agency" mcans a guv-
ernm.ental unit of one or more pt)rsons emplo),ed 
full tllne by the stale or a political subdivision of 
the state for the purpose of prc\'enting and 
dClecting crimc and enforcing state laws or local 
ordinances, employes of which unit arc autlH1-
ri7e~ to make arrests for crimes whilt: acting 
WIthin the scope of their authority. 

(:) "Offense" means an act which is a felony. 
a. misdemeanor or a violation of a city, county. 
Village or town ordinance. 

(2) The division shall: 
(a) Obtain and file fingerprints. descripti,)ns. 

photographs and any other available identifying 
data on persons who have been arrested or laken 
into custody in this state: 

l. For an offense which is a felony. 
2. For an offense which is a misdemeanor or a 

violation of an. ordinance involving burglary 
to~)ls. commerCial gambling, dealing in gam
bllllg devices, contributing to the dclintjucncy of 
a child. dealing in stolen properly. controlled 
substances under ch. 161. firearms. dangerous 
weapons. explosives. pandering. prostitution, 
sex offenses where children arc victims. or 
worthless checks. 

3. For an offense charged as disorderlv con
duct but which relates to an act connected \~ith 
one or more of the offcnses under subd. 2. 

4. As a fugitive from justice. 
5. For any other offense designated by tht) 

a ttorney general. 
(b) Accept for filing fingerprints and otht)r 

identifying data, taken at the discretion of the 
law enforcement agency involved, on persons 
arrested or taken into custody for offenses other 
than those listed in par. (a). 

(c) Obtain and file fingerprints and other 
available identifying data on unidentified 
human corpses found in this state. 

(d) Obtain and file information relating to 
identifiable stolen or lost property. 
. (e) Obtain and file a copy or detailed descrip

tIOn of each arrest warrant issued in this state fur 
the offenses under par. (a) but not sem;d be
cause the whereabouts of the person namt)d on 
the warrant is unknown or because that person 
h:JS lert the state. All available identifying data 
shall be obtained with the copy of the warrant. 
including any information indicating that the 
person named on the warrant may be armed, 
dangerous or possessed of suicidal tt)ndencies. 

(f) Collect information concerning the 
number and nature of offenses known to havc 
been committed in this state, the It:gal action 
taken in connection with such offenses frolll Ihe 
inception of the complaint to the final discharge 
of the defendant and such otht)r information as 
may be useful in the studv of crime and the 
admillistration of justice. The administrator of 
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